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Based on a generalization of the string theoretic concept of D-brane probe, we
propose a new approach to large N gauge theories which makes the holographic
properties manifest. For any gauge theory, we define from first principles an effective
action for a fixed number of “probe” D-branes in the presence of N “background”
D-branes on which the gauge theory lives. This effective action is shown to encode all
the information about the large N gauge theory. The analysis of the planar diagram
expansion which computes the effective action yields a simple and generic mechanism
explaining the emergence of holographic space dimensions: the probe D-branes move
in a higher dimensional dual holographic space-time. The construction yields a new
perspective on the notion of bulk space-time locality and draws unexpected links
with some aspects of the ’t Hooft Abelian projection ideas. It also provides a new
non-perturbative approximation scheme, able to capture both the weak and strong
coupling regimes. We sketchily illustrate the basic ideas on a few examples, including
the pure four dimensional Yang-Mills theory.
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1 General presentation
1.1 Introduction
One of the great lesson of the gauge/string correspondence, and in particular of its
explicit realization in the AdS/CFT context [1], is that string theory with all its
startling features must actually be contained in ordinary flat-space quantum gauge
theories. From the point of view of the gauge theory, extra dimensions, quantum
gravity, strings, D-branes, etc., should somehow emerge from strong quantum me-
chanical effects, yielding a dual bulk holographic description which can be extremely
useful to study the strong coupling gauge theory physics. This picture is believed to
be valid for essentially any matrix gauge field theory, including non-supersymmetric
pure Yang-Mills or QCD [2]. Unfortunately, convincing explicit evidence exists only
for highly supersymmetric models, like the four-dimensional N = 4 gauge theory,
for which direct constructions in the framework of standard superstring theory are
available and under control. In more generic situations, one is desperately lacking
a simple picture which would allow to understand the emergence of the holographic
bulk geometry.
Developing such a picture may seem very challenging, but the potential benefits
could be great. On the one hand, the most difficult aspects of the strongly coupled
physics of gauge fields can often be elegantly and straightforwardly understood in
the holographic framework. For example, it is reasonable to think that a proof of the
permanent confinement of quarks by the strong nuclear force would follow in a natural
way from a holographic picture of the pure Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions. On
the other hand, the gauge theoretic description of the holographic space-time allows,
in principle, to address hard questions in quantum gravity in a perfectly well-defined
framework, from first principles. For example, one should be able to work out a
manifestly unitary picture of the process of black hole formation and evaporation
purely in gauge theoretic terms. In short, a better understanding of the origin of
holography may bring crucial insights into some of the deepest open problems in
both gauge theory and quantum gravity.
Of course, the conceptual difficulties hindering a direct understanding of the emer-
gence of a dual holographic bulk space-time from a pre-geometric, gauge theoretic
model are manifold. Some of the issues that the author of the present paper have
found particularly difficult or even puzzling, and on which we shall be able to shed
some light in this paper, are the following.
The bulk geometry must fluctuate
Let N be the number of colors in the gauge theory, i.e. the size of the matrix fields.
The emerging space must be classical in the large N limit, but it must fluctuate when
1/N corrections are taken into account. It is hard to find candidates that satisfy
both requirements. For example, the renormalization group (RG) scale is a natural
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candidate for one of the coordinates. At infinite N and in conformal field theories,
it is well-known that the RG scale can indeed be unambiguously identified with the
radial coordinate in AdS (see e.g. [3] and references therein). However, there is no
obvious definition of a notion of “fluctuating RG scale.” At a fundamental level, this
identification is thus probably a red herring, since it does not make sense beyond the
leading large N approximation.
The emerging holographic bulk is not always a moduli space
In all the known explicit examples of holographic duals, the emerging space is
related to the moduli space of the underlying supersymmetric model. This is true
both for the Matrix Theory a` la BFSS [4] and for AdS/CFT. For example, in the
N = 4 theory, the six dimensional moduli space of vacua is naturally associated with
the six emerging dimensions of the AdS5× S5 geometry. This relationship is actually
instrumental in the way the duality is traditionally introduced, when one starts with
a stack of D3-branes that can freely move in ten dimensions and then take the near
horizon limit. However, this correspondence between moduli spaces and emergent
holographic dimensions should not be fundamental. This is particularly clear if one
believes that the closed string holographic description of gauge fields applies to models
with no supersymmetry, no scalar field and thus no moduli. Of course, with no
moduli space or near horizon limit to start with, it is a priori unclear how holographic
dimensions could emerge.
Emerging dimensions are typically not large
Unlike in highly supersymmetric models with a moduli space, it is not expected
that the emerging holographic dimensions will be “large” for more generic or realistic
gauge theories. In general, one has to deal with a “stringy” holographic geometry.
For example, in the pure Yang-Mills theory, there is only one available scale Λ, which
is dynamically generated, and all scales in the problem are naturally of the order of Λ.
In particular, the curvature in the emerging dimensions and the string length, which
governs the masses of excitations, are likely to be of the same order of magnitude.
A classical description is of course still possible, but it has to involve a non-local
action, including all the α′ corrections, or even include an infinite number of degrees
of freedom associated with the excited string states. This seems to imply that the
holographic description cannot be simple or even tractable. Only in some special
circumstances, like at large ’t Hooft’s coupling in the N = 4 theory, does a local
derivative expansion of the action, and a standard Einstein’s description of gravity,
can give an accurate description. One may hope that such a simplification also occurs,
to some level of accuracy, in the infrared region of the emerging space for the pure
Yang-Mills theory, which is associated with the strongly coupled dynamics.
Local bulk physics is not observable and thus not gauge invariant
This last point is probably the deepest and most puzzling. The difficulty is that
the holographic bulk coordinates, or actually any other local quantity in the bulk, are
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not observable. This must be a fundamental feature of the holographic space-time,
tied to the fact that there is no local observable in quantum gravity. It seems to
the present author that, from the gauge theory point of view, the only consistent
interpretation of this basic property of quantum gravity is that the construction of
a local holographic bulk description cannot be a gauge-invariant procedure. This fact,
which we believe is central, seems to have been largely overlooked in the literature.
For example, previous interesting attempts to reconstruct the bulk space-time from
the gauge theory that we know of barely mention the problem of gauge-fixing in a
footnote [5] or ignore it completely [6]. The one exception is [7], where some insightful
comments are made. One of the striking consequence of the gauge dependence is that
the emergent bulk coordinates cannot be gauge invariant operators (either local or
non-local) in the gauge theory. Having to deal with non gauge invariant objects is of
course perfectly consistent and not, by itself, a flaw. The gauge potential is a startling
example of an object which is not gauge invariant but does play a fundamental roˆle
in the understanding of weakly coupled gauge theories. The non gauge invariant local
description of the holographic bulk space-time is potentially as useful as the gauge
potential, but most likely in the opposite, strongly coupled, regime. This being said,
it is a priori quite non-trivial to guess which kind of non gauge invariant approach
could be associated with the holographic description of the gauge theory.
The aim of the present paper is to propose a route from which a holographic
description of gauge theories naturally emerges and which provides insights into all
the above issues, particularly on the nature of bulk locality. The idea is that a
powerful way to understand the emergence of the holographic dimensions is to study
how the fundamental string theory concepts of D-branes and non-abelian D-brane
effective actions are built in field theory. Our construction does not rely at all on
supersymmetry or even on the existence of an underlying fundamental string theory
set-up. Of course, when this is the case, for example if the gauge theory under study
is the N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory, then a direct link between our considerations
and the known holographic description can be made. The present work can actually
be viewed as a synthesis of the results obtained during the last year by the author and
its collaborators by studying some specific examples in string theory [8–12]. However,
possibly the most important contribution of the research presented here is to break
up with familiar supersymmetric set-ups in standard string theory and develop tools
to understand holography in contexts much wider than those that have been explored
before. This is certainly a long and dangerous leap forward, but the benefits are worth
the risk. Moreover, the big picture we get seems to be perfectly consistent and draw
unexpected links with seemingly unrelated approaches to gauge theory.
Let us now briefly introduce some of our basic results.
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1.2 Overview of the results
The basic tool we shall develop is a generalization of the string theoretic notion of
D-brane, particularly of D-brane probe, to any gauge theory, including the pure Yang-
Mills model, in any number p+ 1 of space-time dimensions. One may even start from
a full-fledged open string field theory, from which a standard gauge field theory is
obtained in the low energy limit. However, for concreteness, we shall mainly deal
with ordinary gauge theories with a unitary gauge group U(N).
The key object of our construction is an action AK,N which is interpreted as
representing the effective action for K Dp-branes in the presence of N Dp-branes
on which the original gauge theory lives. The action AK,N will be defined in purely
gauge-theoretic terms and from first principles, with no reference to string theory. A
particularly interesting special case is to take N →∞ at fixed K. The action AK,∞
then describes the dynamics of K “probe” branes in the presence of a very large
number of “background” branes (this terminology will be explained shortly).
Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the D-branes we refer to will always be Dp-
branes, all “parallel” and of the same types. Systems made of branes of different
types and dimensionality can also be introduced, as we shall briefly explain, but they
won’t be our main concern in this work.
The action AK,N has many very interesting properties.
(i) It has a U(K) gauge symmetry.
(ii) Its large N , fixed K, expansion is of the form
AK,N =
∑
h≥1, g≥0
N2−h−2gA(h,g)K (1.1)
where A
(h,g)
K gets contributions from Feynman diagrams with h loops of U(K) indices
which can be mapped to worldsheets of genus g having h boundaries on the K “probe”
D-branes. In particular, using the simplified notation
AK = A
(1,0)
K , (1.2)
we get
AK,N ' NAK (1.3)
to leading order. The U(K)-invariant action AK is independent of N and gets contri-
butions from planar diagrams with only one loop of U(K) indices, corresponding to
a unique worldsheet boundary on the probe branes. It has a single-trace structure.
(iii) Let ZN be the partition function of the original gauge theory with gauge group
U(N). As is well-known, the large N expansion of its logarithm has the form
lnZN = −
∑
g≥0
N2−2gF (g) , (1.4)
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where F (g), the genus g free energy, is given by a sum over genus g Feynman diagrams.
There is a fundamental relation between the planar free energy F (0) and the probe
brane action,
F (0) =
1
2K
A∗K . (1.5)
The star-spangled notation A∗K means that the probe brane action is evaluated on-
shell. In other words, A∗K is the value of the action AK on the solution of its classical
equations of motion. Since the partition function ZN may be defined by adding
sources for any gauge-invariant operator in the theory, the equation (1.5) shows that
the probe brane action AK contains all the information about the planar limit of the
original gauge theory. It is actually not useful, from this point of view, to deal with
a non-abelian action. Indeed, the left-hand side of (1.5) obviously does not depend
on K and thus, on-shell, all the D-brane actions are trivially related. Defining
A = A1 , (1.6)
we must have
A∗K = KA
∗ (1.7)
and thus
F (0) =
1
2
A∗ . (1.8)
We shall write down more general relations between the partition function ZN and
the actions AK,N , valid to all orders in the 1/N expansion or even at finite N .
(iv) In the cases where the gauge theory under study has a known holographic su-
pergravity dual, and when N  K, then the action AK,N matches the non-abelian
D-brane action for K D-branes moving in the dual supergravity background. This is
why we have used the terminology of “probe” branes above, even though the action
AK,N is defined purely in terms of the gauge theory, with no a priori reference to
a holographic dual geometry that could be probed. Note that the full supergravity
solution can be read-off from AK , by comparing various terms in this action with the
known form of the non-abelian D-brane action in general supergravity background
[13]. This idea was used successfully in [8–12]. In this sense, AK contains all the
information about the background. Note also that the relation (1.8) provides a new
holographic prescription to compute the partition function and thus the correlation
functions of gauge-invariant operators. This new prescription is based on evaluating
the on-shell D-brane probe action, whereas the standard recipe is based on evaluating
the on-shell supergravity action. The equality (1.8) implies that the on-shell super-
gravity action should always be equal to half the on-shell D-brane action for a single
D-brane probe.
(v) One of our main result will be to show that the sum over an infinite number
of planar loop diagrams computing the probe brane dynamics naturally produces an
action depending on a certain number of scalar fields in the adjoint representation of
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U(K). This is true even for gauge theories, like the pure Yang-Mills, which do not
contain any elementary scalar fields in their Lagrangian. These scalar fields in the D-
brane action are interpreted, as usual, as corresponding to the coordinates of a target
space in which the D-branes move. In other words, the action AK always describes
the classical motion of probe branes in a higher dimensional space. This space is
the emergent holographic geometry dual to the original gauge theory. Even more
generally, we shall show that the full description of the probe brane dynamics involves
in principle an infinite number of independent field theoretic degrees of freedom. This
is consistent with the existence of an infinite tower of open string states living on the
probe brane worldvolume. Note that this is true even though the original D-brane
theory is a standard gauge theory with a finite number of fields. Eventually, we get a
full open string field theory description of the probe branes moving in the emergent
holographic geometry sourced by the background branes.
(vi) The action AK,N and thus, in particular, the leading large N action AK , is
gauge-dependent; it depends on a particular partial gauge-fixing procedure which is
required to define it. This gauge-fixing procedure is non-standard and conceptually
different from a background field gauge approach. It was recently worked out in [14]
(see also [15, 16]) and relies on an equivariant BRST formalism implying the presence
of quartic ghost couplings in the tree-level Lagrangian. This crucial gauge-dependence
of the construction is directly related to, and provides a new enlightening point of
view on, the problem of bulk locality. It yields a mathematically precise notion
of fuzziness which is totally unrelated to the usual quantum gravity fluctuations
at the Planck scale. It might even provide a precise formulation of the notion of
black hole complementarity [17]. Probe brane actions defined using distinct partial
equivariant gauge-fixing terms can thus yield very different local holographic space-
time descriptions of the same physics. Of course, the physical observables themselves
must be gauge-independent. This is encoded in the fundamental relation (1.5), which
shows that the on-shell action A∗K is always gauge-independent, even though AK itself
is not. This is a rather non-trivial mathematical property, that follows from the results
in [14] and which relies on the presence of the quartic ghost terms. Another very
interesting aspect of the partial gauge-fixing procedure is to make an unexpected link
with ideas akin to those developed in the context of the Abelian projection scenario
invented by ’t Hooft [18] and which have been thoroughly studied over the years,
in particular on the lattice (see e.g. [19] for a review). For example, the emerging
dimensions turn out to be quite analogous to condensates that have been studied on
the lattice to explain Abelian dominance in QCD.
(vii) The planar Feynman diagrams computing the probe action AK have a mixed
vector/matrix model structure. This suggests a new non-perturbative approximation
scheme in gauge theory, which we call the “bare bubble approximation.” In this
approximation, one resums exactly, already at leading order, an infinite set of planar
loop diagrams, corresponding to worldsheets of all relevant topologies. A startling
property is that this partial resummation of diagrams captures the emergence of the
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holographic dimensions. One may thus hope that it is able to capture as well some
important features of the non-perturbative, strongly coupled physics, including in
non-supersymmetric contexts. The existence of this new approximation is one of
the most exciting aspect of the whole story. It is one-loop exact and thus always
reliable at weak coupling, and at the same time provides a new analytical window
on strongly coupled gauge theory physics. When applied to the simplest, yet quite
non-trivial, matrix gauge theory, the one matrix model in zero dimension, it yields
the free energy with an unreasonable accuracy (better that 3%!) for all values of the
’t Hooft coupling λ [20]. In particular, it reproduces the main qualitative features of
the strong coupling expansion, yielding the correct asymptotic form at λ→∞ and a
large λ expansion in powers of 1/
√
λ.
1.3 Plan of the paper
In Section 2, we introduce the notion of D-brane probe actions in general gauge
theories, describe their expected large N properties and provide a few simple explicit
examples. In Section 3, we work out the main features of the Feynman diagram
expansion computing the D-brane actions and explain how this inevitably leads to
a classical description of the probe D-branes moving in an emergent holographic
background. In the case of the pure Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions, this picture
yields one emerging dimension and thus a five dimensional holographic bulk geometry.
In Section 4, we add a few important ingredients to the discussion: we explain that
the construction really yields a mapping between states and geometries; we show that
the D-brane action encodes the full large N physics, i.e. the generating functional of
planar gauge-invariant correlation functions can be obtained from it; we also explain
that the probe D-brane theory is, strictly speaking, an open string field theory, with an
infinite number of independent fields living on it; and finally we discuss consequences
of this fact for the concept of emerging dimensions. In Section 5, we introduce and
discuss the bare bubble approximation. In Section 6, we complete the definition of
the probe brane actions by discussing the problem of gauge-fixing. This is a crucial
and subtle part of the construction, based on a technology developed recently in [14].
In Section 7, we discuss the physical consequences of our work for the problem of
bulk space-time locality and also reveal unexpected links between D-brane physics,
holography and the Abelian projection ideas. Finally, in Section 8 we summarize our
main results and briefly discuss some of the many possible future applications.
We shall illustrate our ideas on several new examples below, including the pure
Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions. However, our emphasis is on the general frame-
work more than on the study of specific examples, which is only sketched. Much more
details on particular models will be given in forthcoming publications, starting in [20].
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2 D-branes in gauge theories
In this section, we introduce the notion of D-branes and most particularly of D-brane
probes in any gauge theory. We take a simplified point of view, discarding, for the
moment, the problem of gauge-fixing. This is useful because several important aspects
of the construction, discussed in Sections 3–5, are not modified in any essential way
by the gauge-fixing procedure. The gauge-fixing itself, which is actually essential for
the consistency of the whole picture, is discussed in Section 6.
2.1 D-branes
We consider a gauge theory of gauge group U(N) with only adjoint fields. The
space-time manifold is Rp+1. The fields are thus all N ×N Hermitian matrices. For
example, we could study the pure Yang-Mills gauge theory, or any supersymmetric
generalization with adjoint fields. Note that working with other gauge groups and/or
considering fields in other representations, like fundamental quarks, or putting the
model on a more general space-time manifold, is not expected to change the discussion
in any essential way.
We denote the matrix fields of the model by the generic notation Mab, where
the indices a and b run from 1 to N . In general, M represents a collection of fields,
which typically includes the gauge potential and bosonic and fermionic adjoint matter
fields. The action is taken to be the integral of a U(N) gauge-invariant single-trace
local Lagrangian density,
SN(M) =
N
λ
∫
dp+1x trN L
(
M(x), ∂M(x)
)
. (2.1)
The subscripts N indicate that the gauge group is U(N); in particular, the notation
trN means that the trace is over U(N) indices. We have factorized the ’t Hooft
coupling λ in front of the action. In the large N limit, λ is kept constant, together
with other couplings that may be included in L.
A collection of N Dp-branes is simply defined to be a gauge field theory of the
form (2.1). The (p+1)-dimensional space-time of the gauge theory is the worldvolume
of the Dp-branes. The indices a, b label the different branes and can be thought of as
being carried by the endpoints of open strings attached to the D-branes. The fields
Mab correspond to the excitations of these strings. Since the gauge group is U(N),
the string theory is oriented.
Of course, at this stage, the definition of what we mean by D-brane is no more than
a choice of terminology. The gauge theory we consider may describe the worldvolume
dynamics of a known D-brane configuration in string theory, but this is not required.
When no string theory construction exists, it is still natural for our purposes to use
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Figure 1: Typical interaction vertices in the background plus probe brane microscopic
action (2.3). Plain and dashed lines are associated with indices 1 ≤ a, b, . . . ≤ N and
1 ≤ i, j, . . . ≤ K labelling the background branes and the probe branes respectively.
the D-brane language and consider that any gauge theory defines an open string
theory describing the dynamics of an abstract collection of D-branes.
The theory we start with may actually be more general than a standard gauge
theory like (2.1). We could consider an open string field theory, with an infinite
number of open string excitations. For example, we could study the string field
theory living on a stack of D3 branes in type IIB string theory, without taking the
low energy or near horizon limit on the branes. Most of what we are going to say
below applies to this more general set-up. The interest in starting with an open
string field theory is that, a priori, the dual holographic background is expected to
be asymptotically flat.
2.2 Probe D-branes
Consider the action (2.1), but now for N+K colors instead of N , where N and K are
a priori arbitrary positive integers. In the D-brane language, this is a model living
on a stack of N + K branes. Separate this stack into two sets of N and K branes
respectively. Call the N branes in the first stack the “background” branes and the K
branes in the second stack the “probe” branes. This terminology comes in part from
the fact that we shall eventually be interested in the limit N  K. This separation
into “background” and “probe” branes is not a gauge-invariant procedure but, as
we have already indicated, we postpone the discussion of this important subtlety to
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Section 6. In terms of the (N+K)× (N+K) Hermitian matrix fields, the distinction
between “background” and “probe” branes amounts to decomposing the matrices
according to the U(N)× U(K) ⊂ U(N +K) quantum numbers, by writing
M =
(
V ab w¯
a
i
wia v
i
j
)
. (2.2)
The a, b and i, j are U(N) and U(K) indices respectively. The block-diagonal matrices
V and v are Hermitian and transform in the adjoint representations of U(N) and
U(K) respectively. They are associated with open strings attached either to the
background or to the probe branes. The off-diagonal block matrices w and w¯ are
Hermitian conjugate to each other and transform in bi-fundamental representations.
They are associated with open strings for which one endpoint is attached to the
background branes and the other endpoint is attached to the probe branes.
By plugging the decomposition (2.2) into the action SN+K , we always find a
formula of the form
SN+K(M) = SN(V ) +
(N
K
+ 1
)
SK(v) + SN,K(V, v, w, w¯) . (2.3)
We have arranged the terms in a way convenient to study the large N , fixed K limit
later. The “mixed,” U(N) × U(K) invariant, action SN,K describes the interactions
between the background and the probe branes. Typical interaction terms in SN and
SK can be written schematically as trV
3, trV 4 and tr v3, tr v4 respectively, whereas
SN,K generically includes terms of the form w¯v
2w, wV w¯, wV 2w¯, w¯vw, (w¯w)2. The
corresponding interaction vertices are depicted in Fig. 1. Note that on these diagrams,
the plain and dashed lines, which carry background and probe brane indices a, b, . . .
and i, j, . . ., can also be interpreted as open string worldsheet boundaries belonging
to the background and probe branes respectively.
Remarks
(i) The notion of “probe” branes that we have introduced do not presuppose the
existence of a holographic emergent geometry that the “probe” D-branes can actually
probe. Indeed, a priori, there is no notion of a space “transverse” to the background
branes and even no elementary adjoint scalar fields in the model.
(ii) In the context of D-brane configurations in string theory, finding the U(N) ×
U(K) invariant Lagrangian describing the interactions between background and probe
branes can be rather non-trivial, involving the computation of complicated disk di-
agrams with insertions of boundary changing vertex operators. The case discussed
above is special, because the background and the probe branes are of the same na-
ture, and thus the full set of N + K branes has a U(N + K) invariant description
given by the action SN+K . As we have just explained, the interaction Lagrangian
can then be found straightforwardy from field theory by plugging the decomposition
(2.2) into this action. The case of systems containing probe branes and background
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branes of different nature and dimensionality can also be described purely in gauge
theoretic terms, see 2.5 below. The computation of the interaction Lagrangian is then
a non-trivial task both from the string theory and the field theory points of view.
2.3 Examples
The simplest example one can consider is the zero dimensional Hermitian matrix
model with action
SN(M) =
N
λ
trN
(1
2
M2 +
1
4
M4
)
. (2.4)
We could generalize this action to trP (M), for an arbitrary polynomial P , but all
the main qualitative features can be discussed with (2.4). Using the decomposition
(2.2) in the action SN+K , we obtain (2.3) with
SN,K(V, v, w, w¯) =
N +K
λ
(
w¯w + wV 2w¯ + w¯v2w + w¯vwV +
1
2
w¯ww¯w
)
+
K
N
SN(V ) .
(2.5)
The fact that the term K
N
SN must be included comes from the particular definition of
SN,K given by (2.3). It is a convenient convention in the large N limit. In (2.5), we
use a matrix notation and an overall trace, either over U(N) or over U(K) indices,
is always implicitly assumed. For example, w¯w = w¯aiw
i
a, wV
2w¯ = wiaV
a
bV
b
cw¯
c
i,
w¯ww¯w = w¯aiw
i
bw¯
b
jw
j
a, etc... Note that all the quartic vertices depicted in Fig. 1 are
generated in this simple model.
Clearly this procedure can be performed for any matrix gauge theory. Let us work
out explicitly the case of the pure Yang-Mills theory, with action
SN(A ) = −N
2λ
∫
ddx trN F
µνFµν (2.6)
and gauge potential Aµ,
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ + i[Aµ,Aν ] . (2.7)
As above, we start with the U(N +K) model and decompose
Aµ =
(
V aµ b
1√
2
W¯ aµ i
1√
2
W iµ a V
i
µ j
)
, (2.8)
with W¯µ = W
†
µ. Plugging (2.8) into (2.6) then yields an action of the form (2.3), with
SN,K(V , V,W, W¯ ) =
N +K
λ
∫
ddx
[
−∇µW¯ ν(∇µWν −∇νWµ)+ iW µGµνW¯ ν + iW¯ µFµνW ν
+
1
4
(
2W¯ µW νW¯µWν − W¯ µWµW¯ νWν − W¯ µW νW¯νWµ
)]
+
K
N
SN(V ) . (2.9)
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As in (2.5), an overall trace is always assumed in (2.9). The fields Gµν and Fµν are
the U(N) and U(K) field strengths respectively,
Gµν = ∂µVν − ∂νVµ + i[Vµ,Vν ] , (2.10)
Fµν = ∂µVν − ∂νVµ + i[Vµ, Vν ] . (2.11)
The U(N)× U(K) covariant derivative acts, in matrix notation, as
∇µWν = ∂µWν + iVµWν − iWνVµ , ∇µW¯ν = ∂µW¯ν + iVµW¯ν − iW¯νVµ . (2.12)
Before gauge fixing, Eq. (2.9) defines the interactions between background and probe
Yang-Mills D-branes. Note that all the vertices depicted in Fig. 1 are generated.
2.4 The dual description
So far, the “background” and “probe” branes have played a strictly parallel roˆle. The
distinction between the two comes from the condition
N  K . (2.13)
In practice, we pick a fixed number K of probe branes and let N → ∞, keeping
the ’t Hooft coupling λ fixed. In this limit, the intuition, which is supported by
the AdS/CFT framework, is that there should exist a dual and more appropriate
description of the background plus probe brane system which replaces the microscopic
definition given by the action (2.3). In this dual description, the background branes
should disappear altogether. In particular, no variable can carry the indices a, b, etc.,
anymore. The background branes are replaced by a non-trivial closed string classical
background, with new classical emerging dimensions of space. The probe branes can
literally probe this background, which justifies a posteriori the terminology.
The effective action for the probe branes should thus match the non-abelian ef-
fective action for D-branes in a non-trivial closed string background, see e.g. [13]. In
particular, this action must include adjoint scalar fields associated with the emergent
target space matrix coordinates. More accurately, the full description of the probe
branes should correspond to a full-fledged open string field theory, with an infinite
tower of excited string states, matching the spectrum of the open strings attached to
the probe branes embedded in the emergent closed string dual geometry.
These claims, in the context of standard superstring theory, essentially follow from
the usual AdS/CFT lore in which probe branes are added [8]. They have been tested
in details on a handful of non-trivial examples [8, 10–12], allowing to accurately derive
full supergravity backgrounds from the microscopic computations of the probe brane
actions. One of the most important point we are making in the present paper is
that the same conceptual framework can be consistently considered for a very general
notion of D-brane, much more general that the one usually dealt with in string theory,
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encompassing any gauge theory. This is a crucial and non-trivial step which, if valid,
allows to convey many ideas from the usual D-brane/holographic physics in string
theory to more realistic and interesting field theories, greatly extending the field of
application of these ideas and potentially making connections with other approaches.
Of course, at this stage, it is not yet clear how the holographic description of
the probe branes can emerge from the field theory action (2.3). Sketchily, the probe
brane action AN,K should be obtained by integrating out the background and mixed
variables,
e−AN,K ?=
e−(
N
K
+1)SK(v)
ZN
∫
DVDwDw¯ e−SN (V )−SN,K(V,v,w,w¯) , (2.14)
where
ZN =
∫
DV e−SN (V ) (2.15)
is the partition function of the gauge theory. With this definition, AK,N depends
only on v. In the familiar supersymmetric cases, like the N = 4 gauge theory, the
set of fields v contains scalars and we automatically get an emerging space on which
the probe branes can move. However, when the set of fields v do not contain scalars,
for example for the pure Yang-Mills theory, Eq. (2.14) cannot be consistent with the
emerging space picture. In which sense is it then natural or useful to include scalar
fields in the effective description of the probe branes, in the limit (2.13)? Where
do these degrees of freedom, together with the infinite tower of open string states
that live on the probe branes, come from? We shall provide simple answers to these
questions in Section 3.
2.5 More general background plus probe D-brane systems1
Our main emphasis is on background plus probe D-brane systems for which the
background and the probe branes are parallel and of the same nature. Such systems
are in some sense canonical, since they can always be built starting from any gauge
theory. They also have special properties that make them particularly interesting,
for example the relation (1.5), which we shall derive later, and which shows that the
probe effective action encodes all the information about the gauge theory. However,
much more general brane configurations are of course common in string theory. In
particular, background plus probe D-brane systems for which the background and the
probe branes have different dimensionality can also be very useful to study holography
[8, 10–12], following exactly the same philosophy as the one reviewed in the previous
subsection. It is thus interesting to describe this more general notion of D-brane
systems in purely field theoretic terms as well.
1This subsection lies somewhat out of the paper’s main line of development and may be omitted
in a first reading.
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A system of N background Dp-branes, on which the gauge theory we start with
live, together with K probe Dq-branes, q ≤ p, can be defined as any gauge-theoretic
set-up whose dynamics is governed by a microscopic action which is the sum
SN + S˜K + SN,K (2.16)
of three terms having the following properties. One term is the background brane
action, which is the same as the gauge theory action (2.1) we study. Another term
describes the probe branes dynamics, which must be governed by an action S˜K(M˜)
of the form (2.1), but a priori with a different worldvolume dimension q ≤ p and
Lagrangian L˜,
S˜K(M˜) =
K
λ˜
∫
dq+1x trK L˜
(
M˜(x), ∂M˜(x)
)
. (2.17)
The worldvolume of the probe branes is naturally a subset of the space-time of the
original gauge theory, i.e. a subset of the background branes worldvolume. Finally,
the third term SN,K describes the interactions between the background and the probe
branes,
SN,K(M, M˜, w, w¯) =
∫
dq+1xLN,K
(
M, M˜, w, w¯, ∂M, ∂M˜, ∂w, ∂w¯
)
. (2.18)
This term depends on U(N) × U(K) bifundamental fields w and w¯, which are asso-
ciated with the strings stretched between the background and the probe branes and
which live at the intersection of the background and probe worldvolumes. Typically
in a standard gauge theoretic construction this intersection is the same as the probe
brane worldvolume and it coincides with the domain of integration in (2.17). Note
that the diagrams depicted in Fig. 1 still yield the typical interaction vertices in the
more general background plus probe D-brane system just described.
The above point of view may seem abstract, but it is actually easy to come up
with gauge theory constructions of precisely this type. For example, let us consider
instantons in a four dimensional gauge theory. We can define a system of background
D3-branes with probe D(-1)-branes (or D-instantons). The background brane fields
Mab automatically include the gauge potential Aµ, whereas the probe brane fields M˜
i
j
(which, in the case of instantons, could be more properly called moduli) always include
the instantons center-of-mass matrix coordinates Xµ. The mixed fields w
i
a and w¯
a
i
correspond to bosonic spinor variables qα and q¯
α which, together with Xµ, form the
minimal set of ADHM moduli. When more fields are present on the background
branes, then the instantons can also have more moduli. For example, in the case of
the N = 4 gauge theory, one must include supersymmetric partners and the full set
of variables read {
Mab
}
=
{
Aµ, λαA, λ¯
α˙A, ϕm
}
,{
M˜ ij
}
=
{
Xµ, ψ
α˙A
}
,{
wia, w¯
a
i
}
=
{
qα, χ
A, q¯α, χ¯A
}
,
(2.19)
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where λ, λ¯, ψ, χ and χ¯ are fermionic, A a Spin(6) spinor index, or equivalently an
SU(4) fundamental (upper) or antifundamental (lower) index, and m an SO(6) vector
index. Furthermore, the ADHM moduli satisfy some constraints. These constraints
may be implemented by introducing Lagrange multipliers, which are variables of the
form M˜ ij living on the probe branes. For example, the standard bosonic ADHM
constraint is associated with a self-dual bosonic Dµν , whereas its supersymmetric
partner in the N = 4 theory is a fermionic ΛαA.
The strategy to derive the action (2.18) for the D3/D-instanton system is, at least
in principle, straightforward. The background action SN is of course the action SYM
of the Yang-Mills theory we consider, for example the pure Yang-Mills theory or the
N = 4 model. If we note
M = M (M˜, w, w¯) (2.20)
the most general instanton solution for the Yang-Mills fields M as a function of the
moduli M˜, w, w¯, the full action (2.16) for the background plus brane system is then
given by
S
(
M, M˜, w, w¯
)
= SYM
(
M +M (M˜, w, w¯)
)
. (2.21)
One must also determine the integration measure over the moduli M˜, w, w¯ from the
gauge theory integration measure DM . In the N = 4 theory, this integration measure
is flat.
Of course, even though the above procedure is conceptually simple, its detailed
technical implementation can be rather complicated. For example, to my knowledge,
it has never been carried through in the case of the N = 4 gauge theory, for arbitrary
N = 4 background fields {M} = {Aµ, λαA, λ¯α˙A, ϕm}. In this case, the background
action SN(M) = SN=4 is the N = 4 super Yang-Mills action and the sum of the
probe action plus the interacting piece SN,K at zero background fields M = 0 can be
written as (see e.g. [21] and references therein)
− 1
2
trU(K) vmO
−1vm , (2.22)
where
vm =
1
2
χAχ¯BΣmAB +
4pi2
g2
[
ψα˙A, ψ Bα˙
]
ΣmAB (2.23)
and O is a moduli-dependent linear operator acting on K ×K matrices m as
O ·m = 8pi
2
g2
[
Xµ, [Xµ,m]
]
+
1
2
{
qαq¯
α,m
}
. (2.24)
The matrices ΣmAB are six dimensional versions of the Pauli matrices (explicit defini-
tions can be found e.g. in [8]), the bracket in (2.23) is a graded commutator and g is
the Yang-Mills coupling constant. Together with the ADHM constraints, (2.22) gen-
erate interaction vertices of the form depicted in Fig. 1. If, moreover, the background
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N = 4 fields are turned on, more vertices must be included, for example
q¯σµνqFµν , qϕmϕmq¯ , (qϕmq¯)
2 , χ¯Σmχϕm , χλq¯ , qλχ¯ , (χ¯Σmχ)
2 , χΣmχ¯qϕmq¯ , etc...
(2.25)
In these formulas, σµν represents the generators of self-dual Euclidean space-time
rotations. Moreover, the N = 4 fields Fµν , λ and ϕ are evaluated at the location of
the instantons, which is given by 1
K
trXµ in terms of the moduli Xµ. The precise
form of these couplings have been determined by string theory methods is [22]. See
e.g. [8] and references therein for more details.
One can repeat the above discussion for objects in field theory different from in-
stantons, for example solitons or domain walls. Each time an action of the form
(2.16) is obtained, the model can be interpreted as a background plus probe D-brane
system. This is the case, for instance, for ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopoles in four di-
mensional Yang-Mills models with adjoint Higgs fields. The background variables M
then correspond as usual to the elementary fields in the Yang-Mills-Higgs model, the
probe variables M˜ to the Nahm’s data and the mixed variable w and w¯ to quantum
mechanical degrees of freedom living on the monopole worldlines. In this set-up, the
Higgs vaccum expectation value can be interpreted as the transverse separation be-
tween stacks of D3-branes and the monopoles are stretched D-strings between these
stacks. A detailed discussion of this system can be found in [23]. The full derivation
of the corresponding action (2.16) from first principles is an interesting open problem.
3 Diagrammatics
3.1 Trees of dressed bubbles
Let us put the vertices depicted in Fig. 1 together to build Feynman diagrams for the
probe D-branes effective action. A typical diagram that contributes to the leading
large N approximation is depicted in Fig. 2, using ’t Hooft’s double-line representa-
tion.
The large N counting for the effective action is very similar to the standard large
N counting for vacuum diagrams in an ordinary matrix model. The difference is
that, in our case, we have two different types of indices corresponding to plain and
dashed lines, associated with the background and probe branes respectively. Each
closed plain line loop yields a factor of N whereas each closed dashed line loop yields
a factor of K. When N  K, the dashed line loops are thus subleading and the large
N limit is dominated by diagrams containing only one such loop (diagrams with no
dashed line loop at all can also contribute to the probe brane effective action at order
N and lower, because of terms like the last term in (2.5) or (2.9); they yield only
constant, field-independent, contributions). In the leading large N limit, we thus
keep the diagrams which are planar and contain only one closed loop made of dashed
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Figure 2: A typical leading Feynman diagram, of order O(N), contributing to the
large N probe branes effective action in ’t Hooft’s double-line representation. We use
vacuum-like diagrams, the dependence on the probe brane fields being included in the
propagators for the mixed variables w, w¯ (see Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) for an example).
This is equivalent to considering diagrams with arbitrary insertions of U(K) adjoint
probe brane fields.
lines. All these diagrams are proportional to N , as expected for a D-brane effective
action. Examples of subleading contributions are depicted in Fig. 3. To all orders in
1/N , one finds an expansion of the precise form (1.1).
The structure of the leading Feynman diagrams found above is particularly inter-
esting. They are made of “dressed bubbles” which are themselves put together in a
tree-like shape. The dressing of the bubbles comes from the matrix model structure
and is associated with the path integral over the background brane matrix fields V ab.
The trees of bubbles are associated with the path integral over the mixed variables
wia and w¯
a
i, which behave as large N vector model fields when N  K. The overall
structure reflects the mixed matrix model/vector model nature of the background
plus probe D-brane action (2.3).
One can actually always define a notion of p-valent dressed bubble bp(v), corre-
sponding to a bubble that can be attached to p other bubbles and for which the full
dressing is taken into account, see Fig. 4. Explicit formulas for the one matrix model
are provided below. The sum over all possible diagrams of the type depicted in Fig.
2, which includes all the possible dressings in the bubbles and all the possible trees
of bubbles, can then be rewritten as a sum over trees of dressed bubbles, as in Fig.
5. Such a simple picture is of course only valid at leading order O(N). For example,
at order O(1), one must include diagrams containing one loop of bubbles, as e.g. the
diagram a in Fig. 3; at order O(1/N), one must take into account not only diagrams
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a) b)
c)
Figure 3: Subleading diagrams: a) a loop of bubbles, contributing at order O(1); b) a
non-planar contribution to the bubble, of order O(1/N); c) a non-planar contribution
linking two different bubbles, of order O(1/N).
= + ++ ...
Figure 4: A fully dressed bubble is given by a purely one-loop contribution (the
“bare” bubble) plus an infinite series of planar diagrams generated by the couplings
between the mixed variables w, w¯ and the fields living on the background branes.
with two loops of bubbles and non-planar corrections to the dressing of the bubbles
(as in the diagram b in Fig. 3), but also links between bubbles, as in the diagram c
of the same figure.
Let us illustrate the structure just explained on the simple example of the one
matrix model. We thus consider the action (2.3) with SN and SN,K given by (2.4)
and (2.5). The dressed bubble of valence zero is obtained by integrating out w and w¯
without taking into account the quartic coupling (w¯w)2 and then integrating over V ,
b0(v) =
1
N
ln
〈
det
(
IKN + v2 ⊗ IN + v ⊗ V + IK ⊗ V 2
)〉
. (3.1)
We use the notation Ir for the unit r × r matrix and we denote by 〈·〉 expectation
values in the background brane theory, which here is simply the matrix model with
action SN(V ). Similarly, the dressed bubble of valence p is found by noting that it
contains p propagators of the w, w¯ fields joining the p vertices on the bubble. The
propagator is given by
ρ(v, V ) =
(
IKN + v2 ⊗ IN + v ⊗ V + IK ⊗ V 2
)−1
(3.2)
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Figure 5: A tree of dressed bubbles, corresponding to the sum of all the diagrams
having the same tree shape as the diagram in Fig. 2, but with all possible dressings
in the bubbles included. The probe brane effective action is given by a sum over such
trees.
and thus bp(v), which is a cyclic tensor, can be written as
bp(v)
i1···ip
j1···jp =
1
N
〈
trN ρ
i1
j1
· · · ρipjp
〉
, (3.3)
where matrix multiplications and the trace in (3.3) are over U(N) indices only. The
trees are then obtained by gluing together the bubbles bp. For example, the tree
depicted in Fig. 5 is given by
(b1)
i1
i2
(b2)
i2k4
i3i1
(b4)
i3i7k1k3
i4i8k2k4
(b2)
i4i6
i5i7
(b1)
i5
i6
(b1)
k2
k3
(b2)
i8j9
i9k1
(b3)
i9j6j8
j1j7j9
(b3)
j1j3j5
j2j4j6
(b1)
j2
j3
(b1)
j4
j5
(b1)
j7
j8
. (3.4)
3.2 Summing the trees and emergent dimensions
Let us assume, for the moment, that the dressed bubbles can be computed, either
exactly or within some approximation. There remains to perform the sum over all the
possible trees of bubbles. Maybe not surprisingly, but most interestingly, this sum
can always be done exactly.
The basic trick is well known from the study of the vector models (see e.g. [24, 25]
for reviews and examples). Remember that, in our case, the vector-like variables are
the wia and w¯
a
i, the U(N) index a playing the roˆle of the vector index. One then
introduces new degrees of freedom which are U(N) invariant bilinears,
Φi j ∼ wiaw¯aj . (3.5)
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φFigure 6: By introducing new degrees of freedom Φ in the adjoint of U(K), the
interaction vertices involving the mixed variables can be replaced by new vertices in
which these variables appear only quadratically (left inset). The trees of bubbles then
become genuine tree Feynman graphs in a non-local field theory which includes Φ and
whose interaction vertices are the dressed bubbles (right inset).
Note that these new variables are automatically in the adjoint of U(K). Introducing
the Φi j allows to replace the interaction vertices involving the mixed variables w, w¯
by new vertices in which these variables appear only quadratically. The Gaussian
integration over the mixed variables can then be performed exactly. The resulting
model, which automatically includes the new variables Φ in the adjoint of U(K), has
(non-local) interaction vertices given by the dressed bubbles. In the large N limit, this
description becomes classical and the corresponding tree Feynman graphs of course
coincide with the trees of bubbles of the original model. This mechanism is depicted
in Fig. 6. In particular, the quantum fluctuations of the bilinears (3.5) are suppressed
when N →∞, a property which can also be understood by noting that they are sums
of a large number of random variables.
From the path integral point of view, Eq. (2.14), the new variables Φ are intro-
duced in such a way that
e−SN,K(V,v,w,w¯) =
∫
DΦ e−SˆN,K(V,v,Φ,w,w¯) , (3.6)
where the action SˆN,K is quadratic in the mixed fields w, w¯. The probe D-brane
effective action can then be defined by the equation
e−AN,K(v,Φ) =
e−(
N
K
+1)SK(v)
ZN
∫
DVDwDw¯ e−SN (V )−SˆN,K(V,v,Φ,w,w¯) . (3.7)
This equation replaces the tentative definition (2.14). The definition of the effective
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action will be further refined in Section 6, to take into account gauge invariance, but
this will not change the basic features that we are discussing here.
By construction, the integral over w, w¯ in (3.7) is Gaussian and yields a U(K)×
U(N) invariant functional determinant ∆ depending on V , v and Φ,
∆(V, v,Φ) =
∫
DwDw¯ e−SˆN,K(V,v,Φ,w,w¯) . (3.8)
Being the result of integrating over ∼ N random Gaussian variables, ln ∆ is auto-
matically proportional to N . The definition (3.7) is then equivalent to
AN,K(v,Φ) =
(N
K
+ 1
)
SK(v)− ln
〈
∆(V, v,Φ)
〉
, (3.9)
where 〈∆〉 denotes the vacuum expectation value of the U(N) gauge invariant operator
∆ in the background brane theory.
In the leading large N limit, the formula (3.9) further simplifies. The familiar
large N factorization property of the expectation value of product of gauge invariant
operators indeed implies that ln〈∆〉 = 〈ln ∆〉 in this limit. Using (1.3), Eq. (3.9) thus
yields
AK(v,Φ) =
1
K
SK(v)− 1
N
〈
ln ∆(V, v,Φ)
〉
N=∞ . (3.10)
The effective action AN,K ' NAK so obtained is always proportional to N . It can
be treated classically in the large N limit.
Lesson: we have shown that, on top of the original variables v, the probe D-brane ef-
fective action naturally depends on additional adjoint variables Φ ∼ ww¯. We propose
that the scalars amongst these new variables are natural candidates to describe emer-
gent space matrix coordinates. This is a natural mechanism to generate a holographic
dual, even in models that do not contain elementary scalar fields.
Before discussing this proposal further, let us illustrate the formalism on a few exam-
ples.
3.3 Examples
The one matrix model
The simplest way to make the matrix model action (2.5) quadratic in w, w¯ is to
rewrite it as
SˆN,K =
N +K
λ
(
−1
2
trK φ
2 +w¯w+wV 2w¯+w¯(v2 +φ)w+w¯vwV
)
+
K
N
SN(V ) . (3.11)
Indeed, integrating out the U(K) adjoint variable φ correctly yields (2.5), with the
identification
φ = ww¯ . (3.12)
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Performing the integrals in (3.7) and working to leading order at large N , we get
AK(v, φ) =
1
K
SK(v) +
K
N2
〈
SN(V )
〉− 1
2λ
trK φ
2
+
1
N
〈
tr ln
(
IKN + (v2 + φ)⊗ IN + v ⊗ V + IK ⊗ V 2
)〉
. (3.13)
Using the definitions of the dressed bubbles in (3.1) and (3.3), using the large N
factorization as well, we can rewrite this action as
AK(v, φ) =
1
K
SK(v) +
K
N2
〈
SN(V )
〉− 1
2λ
trK φ
2
+ b0(v)−
∑
p≥1
(−1)p
p
bp(v)
i1···ip
j1···jpφ
j1
i2
φj2i3 · · ·φ
jp−1
ip
φ
jp
i1
. (3.14)
The tree graphs of the probe action we find are precisely the trees of bubbles, as
depicted on the right-hand side of Fig. 6, with vertices given by the dressed bubbles
bp. This is perfectly in line with the general discussion. Summing over all the trees
of bubbles then simply amounts to solving the classical equation of motion for φ,
∂AK
∂φ
= 0 . (3.15)
There is one apparent drawback with the simple procedure just outlined: the
field φ is unstable because of the minus sign in front of the trφ2 term in (3.14).
In some cases, this instability may be waived by the quantum corrections, but this
doesn’t occur for the one matrix model. It is important to realize that this is not an
inconsistency. It simply means that the path integral over φ must be made over the
imaginary axis in φ-space. This subtlety disappears altogether on-shell. The saddle
point equation (3.15) indeed yields a Hermitian φ as a function of v. However, if one
wants to keep φ off-shell, it may be desirable to have a stable potential.
There is a simple method that allows to achieve this, by enforcing the relation
(3.12) off-shell with the help of a Lagrange multiplier L. We thus modify the pre-
scription (3.11) by writing
SˆN,K =
N +K
λ
[
w¯w+wV 2w¯+w¯A2w+w¯AwV +trK
(1
2
φ2−L(φ−ww¯))]+K
N
SN(V ) .
(3.16)
The term +1
2
trK φ
2 automatically reproduces the quartic coupling 1
2
w¯ww¯w. To lead-
ing order at large N , we get in this way
AK(v, φ, L) =
1
K
SK(v) +
K
N2
〈
SN(V )
〉
+
1
λ
trK
(1
2
φ2 − Lφ
)
+
1
N
〈
tr ln
(
IKN + (v2 + L)⊗ IN + v ⊗ V + IK ⊗ V 2
)〉
. (3.17)
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Integrating out the Lagrange multiplier by solving
∂AK
∂L
= 0 , (3.18)
we get a stable potential as a function of φ. We shall see in Sec. 4.3 that this procedure
has a simple interpretation and can be easily generalized.
Note that if we integrate out φ from (3.17), we get φ = L and we are back to the
“old” effective action (3.13) with the unstable potential. The new prescription is to
integrate out L instead, which yields a stable action. Of course, on-shell, all these
procedures are strictly equivalent. For the one-matrix model, the most natural object
to consider is actually the effective action AK(v) as a function of v only, obtained by
solving both (3.18) and
∂AK
∂φ
= 0 . (3.19)
When K = 1, the traditional (albeit na¨ıve in general, see below) interpretation of the
effective action A1 = A(v) is as the potential seen by one eigenvalue of the matrix
M in (2.2) in the presence of all the other eigenvalues of the “background” matrix
V . This is the simplest possible holographic model, the holographic dimension being
the “eigenvalue” space. In exactly the same way, in the decomposition (2.2), the
lower-right corners of the six elementary adjoint scalar fields in the N = 4 theory in
four dimensions yield the six emerging dimensions of the AdS5 × S5 dual geometry.
Remark
There is actually a very important subtlety with the “eigenvalue” interpretation of
the lower-right corner of the matrix M in (2.2), which is usually totally overlooked.
This interpretation is only correct in a gauge for which the off-diagonal components
of M vanish. Such a gauge choice “a` la Landau” is of course convenient for the
one matrix model, but certainly not for full-fledged four dimensional gauge theories.
When several matrices are present, it is actually impossible to find a gauge with an
eigenvalue interpretation for all the matrices. Even for the one matrix model, it is
useful and very instructive to compute A(v) in other gauges [20].
This little discussion hints at the crucial importance of the partial gauge-fixing
procedure in the construction of the holographic space. At the same time, it clarifies
the situation in multi-matrix models. What could be the emerging space was always
a bit puzzling in this context. Since the matrices a priori do not commute, the “space
of eigenvalues” idea does not look promising. We now see that the same problem
actually already occurs in the one matrix model in general gauges. The resolution
of the puzzle is that the lower-right corners of all the matrices in the decomposition
(2.2) can play the roˆle of the emerging space, but the construction of this space is, in
all cases, depending on a choice of partial gauge-fixing.
We shall say much more about the gauge-fixing in Sections 6 and 7. A detailed
discussion for the one matrix model will be presented in [20].
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The pure Yang-Mills theory
We can play the same game for the pure Yang-Mills D-brane system described by the
actions (2.6), (2.9). The set of adjoint Hermitian fields Φ of the form (3.5) that we
can build from the vector-like fields Wµ and W¯µ consists of an antisymmetric tensor,
a traceless symmetric tensor and a scalar,{
Φi j
}
=
{
Dµν , Sµν , φ
}
. (3.20)
Explicitly, we define
Dµν =
1
2i
(
WµW¯ν −WνW¯µ
)
, Sµν =
1
2
(
WµW¯ν +WνW¯µ − 2
d
ηµνW
ρW¯ρ
)
(3.21)
and
φ = W µW¯µ . (3.22)
Note that if a parity violating θ angle is included in the theory, it is necessary to
separate, in Euclidean language, the self-dual and anti self-dual pieces of Dµν . This
can be done straightforwardly but we shall not discuss this case here for simplicity.
From our general discussion, we know a priori that the probe D-brane effective
action will be a natural function of the U(K) adjoint fields Dµν , Sµν and φ on top of
the gauge field Aµ. The scalar φ is naturally interpreted as describing one emerging
holographic dimension, the long-sought fifth dimension of the dual string description
of the pure Yang-Mills theory. The other fields Dµν and Sµν play roˆles analogous
to the variables ΛαA and D
+
µν found in the more familiar context of the N = 4 D-
instanton, see [8] and (3.27). They may be integrated out from the effective action
by solving their classical equations of motion. Keeping them, however, may help to
elucidate the strongly coupled physics in a more transparent way. For example, it has
been suggested that models including an antisymmetric field Bµν may be well-suited
to describe confinement, see e.g. [26] and references therein. This offers clue that we
may be on the right track here, providing a precise framework making links between
holography and some of the ideas developed independently to understand the strongly
coupled regime of gauge fields. We let the investigation of these fascinating issues for
the future.
The form of the action SˆN,K , quadratic in the Wµ and W¯µ and linear in the
Lagrange multipliers Lµν , `µν and L implementing the constraints (3.21) and (3.22)
can be derived straightforwardly, by using the identity
WµW¯ν = Sµν + iDµν +
1
d
ηµνφ (3.23)
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to express the quartic terms in (2.9) in terms of Sµν , Dµν and φ. We find
SˆN,K =
N +K
λ
∫
ddx
{
−∇µW¯ ν(∇µWν −∇νWµ)+ iW µGµνW¯ ν + iW¯ µFµνW ν
+
1
4
trK
[
−3DµνDµν + SµνSµν − d− 1
d
φ2 − 4L
(
φ−W µW¯µ
)
− 4Lµν
(
Dµν − 1
2i
(
WµW¯ν −WνW¯µ
))
− 4`µν
(
Sµν − 1
2
(
WµW¯ν +WνW¯µ − 2
d
ηµνφ
))]}
+
K
N
SN(V ) . (3.24)
Using, in particular, the fact that Lµν is antisymmetric and `µν symmetric and trace-
less, (3.24) can be cast in the equivalent form
SˆN,K =
K
N
SN(V ) +
N +K
λ
∫
ddx
[
−∇µW¯ ν(∇µWν −∇νWµ)
+ iW µGµνW¯
ν + W¯ µ(Lηµν + iLµν + `µν)W
ν
− 1
4
trK
[
3DµνDµν − SµνSµν + d− 1
d
φ2 + 4(Lµν − F µν)Dµν + 4Lφ+ 4`µνSµν
]]
.
(3.25)
In dimension d ≥ 4, the technique of the Lagrange multipliers is made more compli-
cated by renormalization. For example, in d = 4, counterterms quadratic in Lµν , `µν
and L must be included in the action and thus the original interpretation of these
fields as strict Lagrange multipliers will be lost. One may then try to use the analogue
of the action (3.11) for the one-matrix model. This yields
SˆN,K =
N +K
λ
∫
ddx
[
−∇µW¯ ν(∇µWν −∇νWµ)
+ iW µGµνW¯
ν + W¯ µ
(
−d− 1
2d
ηµνφ+ iFµν − 3
2
iDµν +
1
2
Sµν
)
W ν
− 1
4
trK
[
SµνSµν − 3DµνDµν − d− 1
d
φ2
]]
+
K
N
SN(V ) . (3.26)
One can check straightforwardly that integrating out Sµν , Dµν and φ from (3.26)
yields (2.9), with the identifications (3.21) and (3.22). One can also get (3.26) by
integrating out Sµν , Dµν and φ from (3.25) and renaming the remaining fields.
In the formulation using (3.26), we run into the problem of the classical instability
of the would-be emerging dimension φ. However, unlike the case of the one matrix
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model, it is plausible that quantum corrections can stabilize the potential. For exam-
ple, in d = 4, it is natural to guess that a Coleman-Weinberg like term ∼ +φ2 ln φ
Λ2
will be generated. This would stabilize the probe branes at a dynamically generated
scale φ ∼ Λ2, consistently with the creation of a mass gap in the model.
The action (3.26), supplemented by appropriate ghost terms discussed in Section
6, can be taken as the starting point to derive the pure Yang-Mills D-brane probe
action, performing first the Gaussian integrals over Wµ and W¯µ. Further discussion
of this most interesting example will appear in separate publications.
Instantons in the N = 4 theory2
As a last example, let us discuss D-instanton probes in the N = 4 gauge theory. This
is a case for which the probe branes and the background branes are different, along
the lines explained in Section 2.5. We shall be brief, since a full treatment appeared
previously in [8].
The action (2.22) can be rewritten in such a way that the ADHM moduli with
mixed indices q, q¯, χ, χ¯ appear only quadratically (see Eq. (3.11) and (3.14) of Ref.
[8]). To achieve this goal, one introduces six space-time scalars φm forming an SO(6)
vector, together with the Lagrange multipliers D+µν and ΛαA which implements the
ADHM constraint (D+µν is self-dual). All these new variables transform in the adjoint
of U(K) and fit in a supersymmetry multiplet. They form the set of fields denoted
by Φ in the previous paragraph,{
Φi j
}
=
{
φm,ΛαA, D
+
µν
}
. (3.27)
The effective probe action is a natural function of both Φ and the variables M˜ defined
in (2.19).
As shown in [8], the prescription (3.10) yields the correct non-abelian action for D-
instantons in the ten dimensional AdS5×S5 geometry dual to the N = 4 background
brane theory. The variables φm correspond to the six emerging space dimensions,
as in [27]. The full type IIB supegravity solution, including the metric and the self-
dual Ramond-Ramond five-form field strength with the correct normalizations, can
then be derived by comparing AK with Myers’ non-abelian D-instanton action [8].
This provides a non-trivial consistency check of our general ideas, albeit in a highly
supersymmetric context. Generalizations along these lines were also worked out in
[10–12].
The precise relation between the field φm and the mixed bilinears is given by
φm = O
−1 · (vm + · · · ) , (3.28)
2This paragraph lies somewhat out of the paper’s main line of development and may be omitted
in a first reading.
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where the · · · denote terms which are non-zero when N = 4 background fields M , see
(2.19), are turned on (these terms can be read off straightforwardly from eq. (3.14) in
ref. [8]). The operator O and vector vm were defined in (2.24) and (2.23) respectively.
The relation (3.28) is of the general form (3.5), albeit the dependence in the bilinears
look rather complicated. Of course, the formula (3.28) is suggested by the form of
the action (2.22) and is also highly constrained by supersymmetry: the fields φm so
defined form a supersymmetric vector multiplet with the Lagrange multipliers D+µν
and ΛαA.
Let us stress, however, that one may solve the model equally well by using the
simpler bilinears of the form qq¯ and χχ¯. For example, a particularly natural variable
is the adjoint scalar
s = qαq¯
α . (3.29)
The eigenvalues of s are the moduli associated with the size of the instantons in the
ADHM construction. If one includes both s and the φm in the probe brane effective
action AK (we shall explain below in Sec. 4.3 how to do so for any bilinear) and then
integrates out s, one easily finds that
s ∼ (φmφm)−1 . (3.30)
This is the expected relation between the radial direction in AdS5 and the size of
instantons.
4 Refinements and discussion
4.1 On the state/geometry mapping
The gauge theory action we start with may include sources for any gauge-invariant
operator. This is equivalent to considering the theory in an arbitrary state. Turning
on the sources does not change the discussion and the D-brane probe effective action
can be constructed exactly as described above. The result of course will depend on the
sources, or equivalently on the state of the gauge theory. The holographic geometry
that we find is thus state-dependent, as expected. For example, one may consider the
gauge theory at finite temperature, yielding in principle an effective action describing
the motion of the probe branes in a black hole geometry.
4.2 The partition function from the probe action
Let us integrate Eq. (3.7) over v and Φ. Using (3.6) and (2.3), we find that∫
DvDΦ e−AN,K(v,Φ) = ZN+K
ZN
· (4.1)
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This relation has a simple interpretation: the free energy of the U(N + K) gauge
theory can be obtained by adding the contribution from the K D-brane probes to the
free energy of the U(N) gauge theory.
Let us now consider (4.1) in the leading large N approximation. Since the action
AN,K ' NAK is proportional to N , whereas the number of integration variables v
and Φ is of order K2 and independent of N , the left-hand side can be evaluated by
solving the classical equations of motion
∂AK
∂v
=
∂AK
∂Φ
= 0 (4.2)
and plugging the solution into AK . This yields the on-shell D-brane action A
∗
K and
ln
∫
DvDΦ e−AN,K(v,Φ) = −NA∗K +O(1) . (4.3)
As for the right-hand side of (4.1), we can use the known form of the largeN expansion
of the partition function given by (1.4) to derive that
ln
ZN+K
ZN
= −(N +K)2F (0) +N2F (0) +O(1) = −2NKF (0) +O(1) . (4.4)
The crucial point of this simple equation is that the terms of order N involve only the
planar partition function F (0). Comparing (4.3) with (4.4), we obtain the fundamental
relation
F (0) =
1
2K
A∗K (4.5)
which was already mentioned in Section 1.2. Since F (0) does not depend on K, we
also find (1.7) and (1.8).
Eq. (4.5) or (1.8) are crucial for the whole formalism, because they show that the
probe brane effective action AK contains all the information about the large N gauge
theory, even at K = 1, and can thus be used as an alternative to more standard
functionals, like the 1PI effective action Γ, to study the gauge theory. Possibly the
main lesson of the present paper is to suggest that focusing on AK is much more fruit-
ful and promising to understand the strongly coupled physics, because the holographic
description of the theory then becomes manifest from first principles.
Of course, by starting from (4.1), which is valid for any finite N and K, one
can generalize the relation (4.5) to subleading orders in 1/N . On the one hand, the
full 1/N expansion of the right-hand side of (4.1) is obtained straightforwardly from
(1.4). On the other hand, the 1/N corrections to the left-hand side are obtained by
taking into account the 1/N corrections in the action AN,K , which are given by the
expansion (1.1), together with quantum loop corrections computed from this action.
The loop counting parameter is 1/N , since AK,N grows like N at large N .
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4.3 The open string field theory
One of the main point made in Section 3 is that the probe brane effective action
depends not only on the variables v but also crucially on the adjoint bilinears Φ of
the form (3.5). But this is not the end of the story. One can consider any variable of
the form
Φ(O)i j = w
i
aO
a
bw¯
a
j , (4.6)
where Oab is any operator in the background brane theory transforming in the adjoint
of U(N). The fields Φ(O) are all in the adjoint of U(K). The variables that we have
emphasized in Section 3 correspond to the special case where the operator O is the
identity. For example, in the one matrix model at large N , a full set of independent
variables is obtained by considering
Φ(V n) = φn = wV
nw¯ . (4.7)
These operators are all of order O(1) at large N and the variable φ defined in (3.12)
corresponds to φ0.
From the point of view of the probe branes, the operators Φ(O) form an infinite
set of independent fields. They are naturally associated with the infinite tower of
open string states of the open string theory describing the dynamics of the probe
D-branes in the holographic geometry generated by the background branes. So we
get a map from any adjoint operator on the background branes to open string states
on the probe branes. This map is actually one-to-many, since there are is general
several different mixed fields w, w¯ that can be used in (4.7). This is the analogue of
the mapping between the gauge invariant operators of the background brane theory
and the closed string states of the dual closed string theory.
It is very easy to integrate in all the fields Φ(O) to get the string field theory
action describing the probe D-branes. One way to do this is to introduce sources JO
for all the operators Φ(O) in the definition (3.7) and then Legendre transform the
resulting functional with respect to the sources. Another procedure is to use Lagrange
multipliers, as we have done in Section 3.3, to integrate in the variables Φ. At large
N , these two procedures turn out to be strictly equivalent.
Let us give the details in the case of the one matrix model. The “string field” is
denoted by Φ = {φn = wV nw¯ , n ≥ 0}. The method of Lagrange multipliers amounts
to writing
e−AN,K(v,Φ) =
e−(
N
K
+1)SK(v)
ZN
∫
DVDwDw¯
∏
n≥0
DLn
e−SN (V )−SN,K(V,v,w,w¯)+
N+K
λ
∑
n≥0 trK Ln(wV
nw¯−φn) , (4.8)
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where the Lagrange mulpliers Ln are in the adjoint of U(K).
3 Introducing the stan-
dard generating function W of the connected correlation functions of the operators
(4.7), we can rewrite (4.8), in the leading large N approximation, as
e−NAK(v,Φ) =
∫ ∏
n≥0
DLn eW(L0,L1,...)−Nλ
∑
n≥0 trK Lnφn . (4.9)
Following the discussion of the large N counting in Sec. 3, it is clear that W is
proportional to N in the ’t Hooft’s scaling. At large N , the integral over the Lagrange
multipliers can thus be done by solving the saddle point equations
∂
∂Ln
W
(
L0, L1, . . .
)
=
N
λ
φn . (4.10)
Plugging the solution back into (4.9) then amounts to performing the Legendre trans-
form of the generating function W with respect to the sources. This Legendre trans-
form thus coincides with the string field theory action NAK(v,Φ), as expected. Let
us note that since NAK can be treated classically when N → ∞, one can integrate
out any number of fields φn simply by solving the corresponding classical equations
of motion. The D-brane effective action discussed in Section 3 is recovered after all
the fields except φ = φ0 are integrated out in this way.
4.4 On the number of space-time dimensions
The discussion of the previous subsection forces us to re-examine the notion of holo-
graphic space dimensions. At the end of Section 3.2, we proposed to identify the
emergent dimensions with the adjoint bilinears ∼ ww¯ that are scalars with respect
to the Lorentz group acting on the background branes. For example, for the pure
Yang-Mills theory, we had one such scalar given by Eq. (3.22). However, it is actually
natural to consider an infinite number of scalars, of the form (4.6), which can be built
using the U(N) field strength. For example,
W µGµνW¯
ν , W µGνρGνρW¯µ , W
µGµρG
ρνW¯ν , etc., (4.11)
all correspond to scalar open string states living on the probe branes. The simplest
bilinears (3.22), which are associated with the identity operator in the background
brane theory, are in a sense special because they help summing up the trees of bubble
diagrams, as explained in Section 3. However, there is no fundamental distinction
with all the other scalar excitations like (4.11). One might thus consider that the
probe branes see an infinite number of emerging dimensions, one for each scalar open
string state living on the branes.
3As explained in Section 3, SN,K can be replaced in (4.8) by an action SˆN,K which is quadradic
in w and w¯ but depends on φ0 = φ, see Eq. (3.16).
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This ambiguity is related to the fact that the emerging dimensions are typically
not large, a point already raised in Section 1.1. From the point of view of the probe
branes, it is natural to keep only the low mass modes on the branes in an effective
description. This is unambiguous when there is a parameter in the model that allows
to separate the mass scales between (approximately) massless degrees of freedom, the
scalars amongst these playing the roˆle of the space dimensions, and highly massive
excitations that can be integrated out. In models like the pure Yang-Mills theory,
where there is only one physical scale Λ, the distinction between the fifth dimension
(3.22) and other more massive scalar excitations cannot be sharp. We may still
expect that a five dimensional model would offer a correct and simple description of
the physics in some regime, but in general other modes, including scalars, will have
to be included. Similarly, the use of a local expansion for the probe branes effective
action will only be a rough approximation. An accurate description requires the use of
the non-local form of the action, which, in the string language, amounts to including
all the α′ ∼ 1/Λ2 corrections.
As an illustration of the ambiguity in the number of space dimensions seen by
the probe branes, let us consider the familiar case of the pure N = 4 Yang-Mills
model, which we deform by adding a mass m to all the matter fields. This breaks
supersymmetry down toN = 0. When m is very large, we expect a transition between
the ten dimensional AdS5×S5 geometry and a very different description adequate for
the pure Yang-Mills model, involving a five-dimensional bulk together with excited
string modes. How is this transition most likely seen from the point of view of probe
D3-branes?
(i) When m = 0, the only scales in the probe action are the string length `s and
the radius R ∼ `sλ1/4 of AdS5, where λ is the ’t Hooft coupling. If λ  1, there
is a sharp separation between, on the one hand, low energy modes, governed by the
scale 1/R and described by the variables v in the decomposition (2.2) and, on the
other hand, excited open string states, governed by the scale 1/`s and described by
the variables Φ defined in (4.6). A good effective description of the probe branes is
thus obtained by keeping only v. Since there are six scalars φm, 1 ≤ m ≤ 6, in v,
corresponding, in the decomposition (2.2), to the lower-right corner of the six massless
elementary scalars of the N = 4, U(N + K) gauge theory, there are six dimensions
transverse to the probe branes. The probe brane effective action, computed along the
lines explained in the previous sections and in which all the fields except the variables
v have been integrated out, should thus be reliably approximated by the standard
Dirac-Born-Infeld plus Chern-Simons D-brane non-abelian action on the AdS5 × S5
background.
The open string scalar mode φ defined in (3.22) is of course present, as in the
pure Yang-Mills case. This mode will have an overlap with the excited states of mass
∼ 1/`s. It is natural to suspect that it will also have an overlap with the operator
φmφm (possibly vanishing when λ→∞), which is associated with the radial direction
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in AdS and has the same quantum numbers. If we integrate it out, we expect to find
a relation of the form φ ∼ φmφm. This mechanism would be similar to the relation
(3.30) in the D-instanton case.
(ii) When m 6= 0, we get a dynamically generated mass scale Λ on top of the other
scales m, R ∼ `sλ1/4 and `s. The low energy physics is governed by the pure Yang-
Mills theory when the N = 4 matter fields decouple, which implies that m  Λ. In
this limit,
Λ ∼ me− 48pi
2
11λ , (4.12)
the numerical factor in the exponential being related to the pure Yang-Mills beta
function. This relation shows that the decoupling requires λ → 0. In this regime,
there is no longer a separation of scales and the excited string modes play a roˆle.
The “elementary” scalars φm become extremely massive, even more massive than the
typical excited open string states, whereas the mass of the “composite” scalar φ will
remain of order Λ. Whereas when m Λ, it was natural to integrate out φ and keep
the φm, in the opposite limit m Λ the most natural description of the probe brane
theory is obtained by keeping φ and integrating out the φm. This yields the expected
five dimensional bulk description. The foregoing caveat must of course always be kept
in mind: a precise description will also involve other excited string modes, which can
never be completely decoupled.
5 The bare bubble approximation
The exact calculation of the probe brane effective action is out of reach of present
technology except in very special and simplified models, like the one matrix model
in zero dimension [20]. Even in highly supersymmetric models, only a few terms in
the action will be protected. Computing these terms using the many powerful math-
ematical tools at our disposal in the supersymmetric context (holomorphy, matrix
models, localization, etc.) could certainly be a very fruitful direction of research to
pursue. However, our main interest goes towards more realistic theories which are
not amenable to study using these techniques.
One of the most engaging aspect of the approach we are developing is that it
suggests in a very natural way a new non-perturbative approximation scheme which
can be applied to any gauge theory, independently of supersymmetry, and including
in particular the case of the pure Yang-Mills model. The idea of the approximation
comes directly from the discussion in Section 3. There we showed that the compu-
tation of the probe brane effective action can be decomposed into two steps. In the
first step, one computes the dressed bubbles; in the second step, one puts the dressed
bubbles together to form trees and sum up the trees. This last step can always be
performed exactly, using the vector model techniques. The idea of the approximation
is then to take into account the dressing of the bubbles only approximately, whereas
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the sum over trees is done exactly, using the approximate bubbles. The “bare bubble”
approximation amounts to using the simplest possible approximation for the bubbles,
in which only the first one-loop term in the expansion depicted in Fig. 4 is kept. This
is equivalent to discarding the quantum corrections coming from the integration over
the background brane fields in (3.7) or, equivalently, to setting the background brane
fields V to their classical values. For example, for the pure Yang-Mills theory in the
vacuum state, we would simply set the U(N) gauge field to zero, Vµ = 0; in a thermal
state, we would use the blackbody radiation field; etc.
It is important to realize that this “bare bubble” approximation scheme is very
different from the usual perturbative expansion. Indeed, the sum over the trees of
bubbles always produce an infinite series over the ’t Hooft coupling λ, even if the sim-
plest one-loop form for the bubbles is used. The leading bare bubble approximation
is thus non-perturbative in nature.
This is made particularly clear by using the worldsheet representation of the Feyn-
man diagrams. A typical worldsheet contributing to the large N probe brane effective
action is depicted in Fig. 7. The unique boundary on the probe branes corresponds to
the unique dashed line closed loop in the typical Feynman diagram drawn in Fig. 2.
The boundaries on the background branes correspond to the plain line closed loops.
In the bare bubble approximation, the number of boundaries is equal to the number
of bubbles in the diagram, which can be arbitrary. We thus see that the bare bubble
approximation includes diagrams with all the possible topologies, having an arbitrary
number of boundaries on the background branes. To the contrary of the standard
perturbation expansion, which is a truncation in the topology of the diagrams, the
bare bubble approximation rather truncates the moduli space of the possible string
diagrams. Only the diagrams for which the number of boundaries on the background
branes equal the number of bubbles are kept.
By construction, the bare bubble approximation is always one-loop exact. It
will thus always capture correctly the weak coupling physics, for example asymp-
totic freedom. Moreover, the non-perturbative nature of the approximation implies
that it may be able to capture, at least qualitatively, some important aspects of
the non-perturbative strongly coupled physics at the same time. Having at hand a
computational method able to cover all regimes of a gauge theory is an exciting nov-
elty. Of course, detailed studies in specific models need to be performed before the
reliability of the approximation can be assessed.
At the moment, we can only report on the one matrix model in zero dimension
with a quartic potential, which is worked out in full details in [20]. The results are
very encouraging. In the bare bubble approximation, the computation of the probe
brane effective action is a back-of-an-envelope calculation in this case. By using (1.8),
we then derive an approximate free energy which turns out to match the known exact
result with a remarkably good accuracy, both at weak and strong coupling. Actually,
the error made never exceeds 3% uniformly in the ’t Hooft coupling, all the way from
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Figure 7: Worldsheet diagram corresponding to a leading large N Feynman diagram,
as the one depicted in Fig. 2. The separation between the branes allows to distinguish
clearly the background branes, on the left, and the probe branes, on the right, but
is otherwise immaterial. The number of worldsheet boundaries on the background
branes correspond to the number of loops in the Feynman diagrams. There is only
one boundary on the probe branes and no holes in the worldsheet.
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the perturbative small λ regime to the strong coupling λ→∞ regime!
The bare bubble approximation can be upgraded in two ways. An obvious and
systematic method is to dress the bubbles perturbatively: instead of keeping only the
one-loop diagram in the expansion of Fig. 4, we could sum all the diagrams up to L
loops (and, of course, still sum exactly all the trees of the bubbles so obtained). This
will clearly improve the results at small or even moderate values of the ’t Hooft cou-
pling. Another, more promising way to improve significantly the results would be to
compute the bubbles in some strong coupling approximation/numerical scheme, for
example on the lattice. Since the emergence of the holographic dimensions is under-
stood from the sum over the trees of bubbles, which is exact, this point of view allows
in principle to merge the lattice techniques (used to evaluate the dressed bubbles)
with the holographic description. It would be extremely interesting to investigate the
picture that emerges along these lines for the pure Yang-Mills theory or QCD.
Let us finally suggest a simple physical interpretation for the bare bubble approx-
imation. As we have already pointed out, from the microscopic point of view, using
bare bubbles amounts to treating the background brane fields V classically. So we
can interpret the bare bubble approximation as a sort of mixed scheme, in which
the background branes are treated classically whereas the microscopic interactions
between the probe and the background branes are treated quantum mechanically and
exactly. As we have seen, the emergence of a classical holographic description from
the point of view of the probes can be understood from the latter quantum effects
only.
Of course, the effective interactions between probes and background are modified
by the quantum nature of the background branes but, intuitively, these corrections
should be small “far away” from the background branes. “Far away” from the sources
means, in the dual geometry, at large radial direction. For example, in the pure Yang-
Mills theory, this would correspond to large φ. This region probes the UV of the
background brane theory. This is a manifestation of the usual UV/IR relation and can
be seen, for example, from the action (3.26); large φ corresponds to a large mass for the
off-diagonal fields W and W¯ , which play the roˆle of W -bosons. Asymptotic freedom
then implies that the bare bubble approximation should certainly be reliable in this
case. The situation is somehow analogous to the classical treatment of the stress
energy tensor in general relativity. Under a wide range of circumstances, the quantum
nature of the source of the gravitational field is not expected to modify relevantly the
space-time geometry. This is particularly true far away from the sources, but it could
be quite reliable even “in the IR,” for example near the horizon of a large black hole.
More precisely, the physics is extracted from the holographic description by going
on-shell, as (1.8) shows. The position of the branes in the emergent geometry is thus
determined by solving their classical equations of motion. The solution of course
depends on which sources are turned on, i.e. on which question in the gauge theory
we focus on. If we are probing the UV behaviour, then the branes will sit in the
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UV region of the geometry. If we are studying the vacuum state, they will probe
deeper in the bulk and corrections to the bare bubble approximation may then be
important. However, we do think very plausible that the bare bubble approximation
could describe correctly some aspects of the physics in this regime as well, including
in the pure Yang-Mills theory. After all, as we have emphasized, it does treat exactly
some crucial non-perturbative aspects of the quantum physics. For example, in the
one matrix model, the deep bulk geometry corresponds to the support of the density
of eigenvalues of the background branes. It turns out that the on-shell probe branes
do sit on or near this deep bulk region [20]. In spite of this fact, the bare bubble
approximation is very successful.
6 Gauge fixing
6.1 General discussion
We are now going to fill a last important gap left open in the preceding sections, by
carefully explaining the gauge-fixing procedure that must be used to define the probe
D-brane effective action. We take up this point only now because it does not interfere
in any essential way with our foregoing discussion. However, it is an absolutely crucial
and surprisingly subtle aspect of the whole framework.
The basic point is as follows. A system of N +K branes is described microscopi-
cally by a U(N +K) gauge theory, whereas two stacks of N and K branes are more
naturally described by a U(N) × U(K) gauge theory. Moreover, when N → ∞, we
wish to replace the background branes by the dual closed string background; the nat-
ural description is then in terms of a U(K) gauge theory. Let us emphasize that this
“symmetry breaking” U(N + K) → U(N) × U(K) → U(K) has nothing to do with
a Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism. It is very important to understand this point.
For example, the models we consider may not even have scalar fields. The reduction
of the gauge group is rather associated with equivalent reformulations of the model.
This is possible because the gauge symmetry is a redundancy in the description and
not a real physical symmetry. Technically speaking, the definition of the background
plus probe D-brane system requires to partially gauge fix the original gauge symmetry
U(N + K) down to U(N) × U(K) (the further gauge fixing down to U(K) is trivial
since it amounts to a standard full gauge fixing of the U(N) factor).
At this stage, there is a risk of a potentially very prejudicial confusion, which seems
to be widespread in the previous literature on D-branes, between two completely
different notions: partial gauge-fixing on the one hand and the background field
gauge on the other hand. Since the distinction is crucial to understand the correct
construction of the D-brane actions, let us try to clarify the difference straight away.
So let us consider a gauge theory with gauge group G and pick a subgroup H ⊂ G.
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In our case, G = U(N +K) and H = U(K) (or U(N)× U(K)).
In a background field gauge formalism, the gauge symmetry G is completely fixed.
However, the gauge fixing conditions for G can be parameterized by a classical back-
ground gauge field in such a way that a new gauge symmetry Hback. appears in the
problem. Group theoretically, Hback. can be isomorphic to any subgroup of G, by
chosing appropriately the background gauge field and the gauge fixing conditions. In
most applications, Hback. is actually isomorphic to G itself. Having this new gauge
invariance at hand can be very useful to simplify and organize certain calculations,
as is well-known. In the D-brane context, one may be tempted to use this formalism
to build a 1PI effective action invariant under a background field gauge invariance
Hback. isomorphic to U(K) (or U(N)× U(K)) and identify this effective action with
the D-brane action. We claim that this is not the correct prescription to define a
D-brane action.
A simple way to understand the problem is to realize that the background field
gauge invariance is not part of the original gauge symmetry, but an auxiliary, purely
classical gauge symmetry that is introduced for technical convenience. This is unlike
the U(K) gauge symmetry associated with the K probe branes (or the U(N)×U(K)
gauge symmetry associated with two stacks of N and K branes), which must be part
of the original quantum gauge symmetry, because the K branes are part of the full
stack of N +K branes on which the U(N +K) gauge symmetry lives. Another way
to reach the same conclusion is to note that the 1PI effective action defined from
the background field gauge is a purely classical object, encoding the full quantum
corrections to the original gauge theory, even for finite N . On the other hand, the D-
brane action is expected to describe fluctuating quantum degrees of freedom living on
the branes, as for example the fluctuating target space coordinates. The conclusion is
that our D-brane action AN,K is not a 1PI effective action computed in a background
field gauge.
The correct procedure to define the D-brane probe action is to use instead a partial
gauge-fixing of the original gauge symmetry, down to the subgroup H = U(K). Unlike
the gauge symmetry found in the background field gauge, the subgroup that remains
unbroken after the partial gauge-fixing is part of the original gauge symmetry acting
on the quantum fields. At finite N , the resulting H = U(K)-invariant action must be
treated quantum mechanically, with a loop counting parameter proportional to 1/N ,
as it should.
The partial gauge-fixing procedure turns out to be quite interesting in itself and
has been developed in full generality and from first principles in [14]. This construc-
tion will be briefly reviewed below. Relevant references can also be found in the
lattice literature [15, 16], the prime motivation in this context being to find a non-
perturbative formulation of the gauge theory, but still trying the fix the gauge as
much as possible.
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6.2 Partial gauge fixing and equivariant cohomology
Consider a gauge theory with gauge group G, G-invariant action S, fields M and par-
tition function Z. The action S may include sources for all gauge-invariant operators,
in which case Z encodes all the physical information about the theory. The partition
function is given by a path integral of the form
Z =
∫
DMD[ghosts]G e−S(M)+sGψG , (6.1)
where [ghosts]G is a set of ghost fields suitable to gauge-fix G, ψG is a gauge-fixing
fermion depending on the ghosts and sG the standard nilpotent BRST operator for
the gauge group G. Of course, the partition function does not depend on the gauge
choice, i.e. it does not depend on ψG.
We would like to reformulate the model in terms of a gauge group H ⊂ G. We
split the set of fields M into two subsets,
M = {V ,W} , (6.2)
in such a way that V and W each belong to a representation of H and thus do not
mix under a gauge transformation belonging to H. The splitting (6.2) is of course
not unique and the construction can be done for any choice of splitting. For example,
for our D-brane system with G = U(N +K) and H = U(N)× U(K), we choose
V = {V, v} , W = {w, w¯} , (6.3)
where the fields V, v, w, w¯ are defined by the matrix decomposition (2.2).
The goal is then to define a H-invariant action SH depending on V such that
the partition function of the gauge theory of gauge group G and action S can be
equivalently written as the partition for the gauge theory of gauge group H and
action SH ,
Z =
∫
DVD[ghosts]H e−SH(V)+sHψH , (6.4)
the [ghosts]H , sH and ψH representing standard ghost fields, BRST operator and
gauge-fixing fermion suitable to gauge fix H.
Intuitively, SH is defined by integrating out the fieldsW and the ghosts associated
to the “broken generators” belonging to G/H in the formula (6.1). However, the pre-
cise implementation of this idea is not straightforward and involves some interesting
subtleties explained in details in [14]. The result is that the possible actions SH are
given by a path integral of the form
e−SH [ψG/H ](V) =
∫
DWD[ghosts]G/H e−S(V,W)+δψG/H . (6.5)
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In this formula, [ghosts]G/H is a set of ghost fields belonging to the quotient g/h of
the Lie algebras of G and H, ψG/H is a partial gauge-fixing fermion which is invariant
under gauge transformations belonging to H and δ is an equivariant differential of
ghost number one associated with the equivariant cohomology of G with respect to H.
In particular, δ is not nilpotent but squares to a H gauge transformation. Detailed
formulas for the action of δ and possible fermions ψG/H are given in [14]. Eq. (6.5)
has the following fundamental properties [14]:
(i) It defines an action SH [ψG/H ] which is manifestly invariant under gauge transfor-
mations belonging to H.
(ii) As the notation indicates, the action SH [ψG/H ] does depend on the choice of the
gauge-fixing fermion ψG/H . More precisely, it depends on ψG/H modulo the addition
of H-invariant terms of ghost number minus one that are δ-closed. However, a central
consequence of the analysis in [14] is to show that the partition function defined by
(6.4) does not depend on ψG/H , nor of course on ψH as a consequence of the H-
invariance of SH . Moreover, it coincides with the partition function defined by (6.1).
In this sense, all the actions SH [ψG/H ] are physically equivalent.
(iii) The gauge-fixing Lagrangian obtained by evaluating δψG/H always contains quar-
tic ghost term, even at tree level. This is a fundamental difference with the standard
gauge-fixing procedure of the full gauge group which can be done with a quadratic
ghost Lagrangian. The only exceptions to this rule is when G/H is a group, in which
case the partial gauge fixing is trivial and reduces to the standard gauge fixing of the
group G/H, or when one uses a gauge choice a` la Landau imposed via a delta-function
in the path integral.
Let us comment a bit further on this last point. It is well-known that in gauge
theories, quartic ghost counterterms must be included if a non-linear gauge choice is
made, in order to define the renormalized 1PI effective action. These quartic ghost
terms are BRST-exact and thus do not contribute to gauge invariant observables.
They are needed only when focusing on the 1PI effective action, which is not gauge
invariant, but yet encodes in a convenient way the gauge-invariant information about
the theory. The quartic ghost terms appearing in the partial gauge-fixing procedure
are of an entirely different nature. They appear at tree-level and are unrelated a priori
to renormalization. For example, they must be included even in zero dimensional
models like the matrix model studied in [20]. To the opposite of the familiar quartic
ghost terms which do not contribute to gauge invariant quantities, they are actually
essential to ensure the gauge invariance of the procedure. Without them, the partition
function defined by (6.4) would actually do depend on ψG/H ! The matrix model
provides a beautiful illustration of these properties [20].
There is an interesting twist to this story that is useful to mention. Quartic ghost
terms have been introduced before in studies of the Abelian projection [28], in order
to improve the renormalization properties of the 1PI action defined in this way. This
was seen as an improvement over more standard Maximal Abelian Gauge choices.
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However, the Abelian projection [18] is actually an example of a partial gauge-fixing,
from a gauge group U(N) down to U(1)N . Its correct treatment should thus always
be done in the formalism of [14] and thus must include tree-level quartic ghost terms!
We shall discuss further some analogies between the D-brane picture developed in the
present paper and some aspects of the Abelian projection scenario in Section 7.2.
6.3 The complete definition of the probe D-brane action
In the light of the previous subsection, let us now sum up all the steps in the con-
struction of the probe D-brane action AN,K , modifying the discussion of Section 3.2
to take into account the gauge-fixing.
Step one: Define the action SN,K [ψ] by adding to (2.3) an equivariant gauge-fixing
term δψ taking care of the partial gauge fixing of U(N +K) down to U(N)×U(K),
SN+K(M)− δψ = SN(V ) +
(N
K
+ 1
)
SK(v) + SN,K [ψ](V, v, w, w¯, η, η¯, χ, χ¯) . (6.6)
The variables ηia, η¯
a
i and χ
i
a, χ¯
a
i are the ghosts and anti-ghosts respectively, belong-
ing to u(N +K)/u(N)⊕ u(K).
Step two: Introduce new variables Φ such that
e−SN,K [ψ](V,v,w,w¯,η,η¯,χ,χ¯) =
∫
DΦ e−SˆN,K [ψ](V,v,Φ,w,w¯,η,η¯,χ,χ¯) , (6.7)
where the action SˆN,K [ψ] is quadratic in the mixed fields. This is always possible, by
using variables{
Φi j
} ∼ {wiaw¯aj , wiaη¯aj , ηiaw¯aj , wiaχ¯aj , χiaw¯aj , ηiaη¯aj , χiaχ¯aj , ηiaχ¯aj , χiaη¯aj}
(6.8)
in the adjoint of U(K) which are bilinears in the mixed fields w, w¯, η, η¯, χ, χ¯. Note
that, on top of the bilinears of the form (3.5), bilinears involving the ghosts need
to be introduced, in order to make quadratic the quartic ghost couplings which are
always present in the partial gauge-fixing (except if a Laudau-like gauge is used).
Step three: Define the probe D-brane action AN,K [ψ] by
e−AN,K [ψ](v,Φ) =
e−(
N
K
+1)SK(v)
ZN
∫
DVD[ghosts]U(N)DwDw¯DηDη¯DχDχ¯
e−SN (V )+sU(N)ψU(N)−SˆN,K [ψ](V,v,Φ,w,w¯,η,η¯,χ,χ¯) . (6.9)
In the above formula, we have also included the standard gauge-fixing terms sU(N)ψU(N)
for the factor U(N) of the gauge group U(N)×U(K) which is kept after the partial
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gauge-fixing. In particular, the partition function ZN of the U(N) gauge theory is
given by
ZN =
∫
DVD[ghosts]U(N) e−SN (V )+sU(N)ψU(N) . (6.10)
Note that the D-brane probe action defined by (6.9) does not depend on ψU(N) but
does depend on the equivariant gauge-fixing fermion ψ.
Since, by construction, the integral over w, w¯, η, η¯, χ, χ¯ is Gaussian, it can always
be performed exactly and yields a functional superdeterminant
∆[ψ](V, v,Φ) =
∫
DwDw¯DηDη¯DχDχ¯ e−SˆN,K [ψ](V,v,Φ,w,w¯,η,η¯,χ,χ¯) . (6.11)
This determinant is automatically invariant under U(N), for any fixed values of v
and Φ. Eq. (6.9) is then equivalent to
AN,K [ψ](v,Φ) =
(N
K
+ 1
)
SK(v)− ln
〈
∆[ψ](V, v,Φ)
〉
, (6.12)
where the expectation value is taken in the “background” U(N) gauge theory. In
the leading large N approximation, (6.12) simplifies to AN,K [ψ] ' NAK [ψ] and
ln〈∆[ψ]〉 = 〈ln ∆[ψ]〉, thus
AK [ψ](v,Φ) =
1
K
SK(v)− 1
N
〈
ln ∆[ψ](V, v,Φ)
〉
N=∞ , (6.13)
where only planar diagrams are taken into account to compute the expectation value
〈ln ∆[ψ]〉N=∞.
Formulas for the gauge-fixing fermions ψ, the equivariant differential δ, the gauge-
fixing terms δψ, etc., can be found in [14]. These details are of course crucial for the
study of specific examples, like in [20], but they are not needed for our present general
discussion and thus we shall refrain from copying them here.
6.4 Properties of the probe D-brane action
The basic properties of the probe D-brane action listed in Section 1.2 all follow
straightforwardly from the above definition. In particular, the action is manifestly
U(K) invariant and the form of the large N expansion (1.1) follows directly from the
discussion of Section 3, which can be repeated without change, by simply including
the ghosts into the list of vector-like variables.
The fundamental relations (1.5) or (1.8) can also be derived along the lines of
Section 4.2, but now taking into account the effect of gauge-fixing. In particular, Eq.
(4.1) should be replaced by the more precise formula∫
DvDΦD[ghosts]U(K) e−AN,K [ψ](v,Φ)+sU(K)ψU(K) = ZN+K
ZN
· (6.14)
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This can be derived from the crucial identity (6.5), by plugging the definition (6.7)
into the left-hand side of (6.14) and then using (6.6). Note that, even though the
probe brane action itself does depend on the equivariant gauge-fixing fermion ψ in
a very non-trivial way, the path integral computed from it does not and yields the
gauge-invariant ratio of partition functions, as expected. At large N , the path integral
evaluates to the saddle point value e−NAK [ψ]
∗
and, following the reasoning in Section
4.2, we get (1.5) and (1.8): the planar free energy is equal to half the on-shell value
of the D-brane probe effective action, or, equivalently, using the leading term in the
expansion (1.4),
F (0) =
1
2K
AK [ψ]
∗ =
1
2
A[ψ]∗ =
1
2K
A∗K =
1
2
A∗ . (6.15)
In particular, the leading large N probe D-brane action AK does not depend on the
equivariant gauge-fixing fermion ψ when evaluated on-shell.
This fundamental property is ensured by the general formalism, but checking it
explicitly is quite non-trivial and spectacular, even in the one matrix model. The
explicit mechanism at work, ensuring the gauge-invariance, involves in a crucial way
the quartic ghost terms, which induce a solution of the equations of motion for which
ghost condensation occurs and the equivariant BRST symmetry is spontaneously
broken [20]. This solution corresponds to the mininum of the D-brane action and the
corresponding critical value of the action can be shown explicitly to be independent
of the gauge fixing [20]. Ghost condensation, the associated spontaneous breaking
of the equivariant BRST symmetry and its close relation with gauge invariance are
expected to be quite generic phenomena and to also occur in models like the pure
Yang-Mills theory.
6.5 Remark on the bare bubble approximation
The bare bubble approximation described in Section 5 amounts to replacing the exact
large N formula (6.13) by
Ab.b.K [ψ](v,Φ) =
1
K
SK(v)− 1
N
ln ∆[ψ](Vcl, v,Φ) , (6.16)
where Vcl is the classical value of the fields living on the background branes in the
state under consideration. The discussion of Section 5, where the interest and meaning
of this approximation was discussed at length, is unchanged by the addition of the
gauge-fixing terms. However, the gauge-fixing procedure brings in a new important
subtlety.
Since the D-brane action computed from (6.16) is not exact, nothing ensures a
priori that its on-shell value (Ab.b.K [ψ])
∗ be gauge-independent. This is to be contrasted
with the situation in more familiar approximation schemes, like perturbation theory,
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which are expansions in terms of a small parameter. The gauge invariance of the
exact answer then automatically ensures the gauge invariance order by order in the
expansion. The bare bubble approximation is not an expansion in terms of a small
parameter. This is actually its strength: it is non perturbative and does not rely in
the existence of a small parameter. The price to pay is the gauge-dependence of the
approximate result. Let us note that explicit calculations in the one matrix model,
using a general ξ-gauge in which ψ depends on an arbitrary parameter ξ, confirms
that (Ab.b.K [ψ])
∗ does indeed depend on ξ (whereas the on-shell value of the exact
result does not).
This may be seen as a flow, but we believe that it is not and should rather be
viewed as a interesting and rich aspect of the approximation. It means that we really
have a different bare bubble approximation for each gauge choice, and thus we may
be able to adjust our gauge choice to improve the reliability of the approximation.
Moreover, the ability of the approximation to capture the fundamental qualitative
properties of the models, like for example the mass gap property or confinement, are
not expected to depend sharply on the choice of gauge, at least within a reasonable
class. For example, in the one matrix model, one finds that the bare bubble free
energy, computed from (6.16) and (6.15), does depend on the gauge-fixing parameter
ξ. However, we get an excellent approximation for a wide range of values of ξ.
Moreover, the most natural values, like ξ = 0 (the Landau gauge), or another value
of ξ which is chosen such that the approximation and the exact result match at two
loops, turn out to be extremely reliable.
6.6 Closed string gauge symmetries and equivariant gauge
fixing
From a standard string theory point of view, the non-abelian D-brane action can in
principle be computed by evaluating open string disk diagrams attached to the D-
branes with the insertion of closed string vertex operators describing the coupling to
the non-trivial emergent holographic background. The result should be unambiguous,
up to the action of closed string gauge symmetries. In the supergravity limit, this
includes bulk diffeomorphisms, Neveu-Schwarz and Ramond-Ramond forms gauge
symmetries. How these closed string gauge symmetries can be implemented quite
generally in a non-abelian D-brane action was discussed at length in [9]. On the
other hand, from the point of view of our gauge-theoretic construction of the D-brane
action, the only ambiguity comes from the choice of the equivariant gauge-fixing
condition. It is thus natural to guess that the closed string gauge invariances should
be related to the choice of an equivariant gauge-fixing fermion. Let us note that a
philosophically similar remark was made in [7] and that the seed of this idea could
be traced back to [29]. Further discussion of the physical consequences of the gauge-
dependence of the brane action will be provided in the next Section.
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7 Discussion
In this Section, we wish to discuss some of the physical consequences of our construc-
tion of the D-brane probe action, especially in relation with the gauge-dependence of
the framework. Our main point concerns the problem of bulk locality. We also draw
some interesting analogies with the ’t Hooft Abelian projection ideas.
7.1 On bulk locality
Two problems which look superficially very different
We would like to propose a relation between the following two superficially very
different problems.
Problem 1: bulk locality
As already briefly reviewed in Section 1.1, this problem is notoriously difficult.
Many deep questions in quantum gravity, including the physics of black holes, seem
to be related to the understanding of bulk locality and its breakdown. The main
difficulty stems from the fact that local observables are not gauge invariant. As a
consequence, the notion of space-time locality cannot be a precise concept in quantum
gravity. However, it is clearly crucial to understand how local observations can make
sense at least approximately. An interesting point of view is based on the idea that
locality can be recovered in relation with a reference background, but this reference
background must itself fluctuate and back-react on the quantum gravitational physics.
In the context of holography, it is not clear, to my knowledge, how one can “decode”
the hologram from this point of view. In all cases, a simple physical picture allowing
to understand how the familiar locality could emerge approximately in spite of the
fact that it is not a gauge-invariant concept would be most welcome.
Problem 2: low energy physics in GUT models
Consider a grand unified model with gauge group G which is broken down to a
“standard model” gauge group H ⊂ G by the Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism. Let
M be the grand unification mass scale and m the typical scale associated with the
standard model physics accessible to experiments. When M  m, we can clearly use
an approximate description in which only the standard model is kept. This is a very
familiar approximation. Yet it comes with a subtle facet which is usually overlooked
or not discussed.
The basic justification of the approximation comes from the low energy effective
action, or renormalization group, idea. Describing the physics by using the standard
model degrees of freedom only, one makes an error which becomes arbitrarily small
when m/M → 0. The idea is completely general and applies to any quantum field
theory with a separation of mass scales between degrees of freedom.
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However, an additional subtlety shows up when the model is a gauge theory. When
one works within the standard model, one uses observables that are invariant under
the standard model gauge group H. But these are not gauge invariant under the gauge
group G of the fundamental theory and as such are not genuine observables! This im-
plies that the standard model description is not simply about computing well-defined
observables in a low energy approximation; it is also about using “observables” that
are actually non-gauge invariant and thus only approximately physical, or “fuzzy,”
in the sense that they are not uniquely determined in the fundamental theory. In
particular, if the ratio m/M is increased, it is not only the accuracy of the low energy
description which will become questionable, but, more deeply, the physical meaning
of the standard model observables will be lost.
There is a clear mathematical analogy between the two problems that we have just
outlined. In both cases, the physics is expected to be naturally described, in some
regime, by fuzzy, non gauge-invariant observables: the local observables in quantum
gravity for the problem 1; the H-invariant but not G-invariant observables for the
problem 2. In the case of the problem 1, the physics underlying the emergence of the
approximate local description is unclear; in the case of the problem 2, the physical
picture is much more familiar. We would like to propose that this relation between
the two problems is actually more than a simple mathematical analogy but could be
used as a basic physical picture for understanding bulk locality in general holographic
contexts.
The point of view of D-brane probes
Let us see how the above idea incarnates from the point of view of D-brane probes.
First, the gauge ambiguity in the definition of the probe action discussed in Section
6 is intimately related to the impossibility to build a gauge invariant local description
of the emerging bulk holographic geometry. The bulk coordinates, for example the
variable (3.22) in the pure Yang-Mills theory or the K ×K lower-right corners in the
decomposition (2.2) of the elementary scalars in the N = 4 theory, are not gauge
invariant in the full, U(N + K) invariant, microscopic description. This is perfectly
consistent with our expectations, including the general remarks made in Section 1.1.
It is impossible to define local quantities in the bulk, like the coordinates, in terms of
gauge-invariant objects in the microscopic theory.
Second, the bulk coordinates φ, which are scalars from the point of view of the
probe brane worldvolume, enter in the microscopic description in a rather specific
way. They are always associated with “Higgs-like” terms giving masses to the off-
diagonal components w, w¯ which include the “W-like” bosons, see e.g. Eq. (3.26).
We are using quotation marks because, as we have already emphasized before, the
motion of the D-brane probes in the holographic space transverse to the background
branes is not associated to a usual Higgs mechanism in general. However, the way the
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coordinates enter and the fact that a non-zero φ corresponds to giving a mass to the
off-diagonal components of the gauge field imply that there is always at least a formal
analogy, whose physical meaning will be further clarified in the next subsection when
we discuss the Abelian projection.
In particular, at large φ, which corresponds to the UV or the near-boundary region
of the holographic bulk, the off-diagonal fields will be very heavy. In this region, we
thus expect the gauge dependence of the construction to be essentially irrelevant
and bulk locality to be meaningful, for the very same reasons as the standard model
description of the low energy physics is accurate when M  m. On the other hand,
deep in the bulk, which is the IR region, the notion of locality will become fuzzy,
imprecise, the associated local quantities becoming strongly gauge-dependent, in the
same way as the observables in the standard model would be fuzzy and imprecise
without a sharp separation of scales between M and m.
Gauge fuzziness, locality, space-time uncertainty, complementarity
The fuzziness of space we have just discussed is not the same kind of fuzziness which
is usually associated with quantum fluctuations of space-time and quantum gravity
effects at the Planck length. In our context, these are related to the 1/N corrections,
which play no roˆle in the present discussion. We are dealing here with a new sort
of fuzziness, and it is likely that it could be used to reinterpret, or shed some new
light on, many phenomena in gravity. Working out its full consequences is of course
far beyond our present goal. Let us however discuss the simplest case: a D3-brane
probing AdS5 × S5 [30].
As already reviewed in Section 4.4, the transverse dimensions are then the six
scalars φm in the set of variables v appearing in the decomposition (2.2) of the N = 4
super Yang-Mills elementary fields. Because of supersymmetry, the brane feels no
potential; even on-shell, it can thus sit anywhere in the six transverse dimensions.
This ambiguity is associated with a choice of a particular point on the branch of the
moduli space of the N = 4 theory corresponding to a Higgsing of U(N + 1) down to
U(N) × U(1) (or, more precisely, of SU(N + 1) down to (U(N) × U(1))/U(1) since
it is well-known that the overall U(1) is decoupled in the AdS description). Because
of conformal invariance, the location of the brane is not physical. It simply sets a
“GUT” mass scale M ∼ √φmφm ∼ r/`2s , where r is the usual radial coordinate in
AdS.
What does our above discussion relating the “fuzziness” of space-time to the
gauge-dependence tells us in this context? Let E by the typical energy of an excitation
that appears on the probe brane. The location of the brane should be well-defined
as long as E is much smaller than the “GUT” scale r/`2s , but should become fuzzy
if E ∼ r/`2s . This is exactly what is found in explicit calculations [31]! Moreover,
combining this result with the quantum mechanical uncertainty relation ∆t∆E & 1,
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we make the link with Yoneya space-time uncertainty relation ∆t∆r & `2s [32].
It would be very interesting to try to extend this kind of reasoning in the presence
of a horizon in the bulk geometry. Could it be that two different gauge choices
yield two completely different-looking, albeit strictly equivalent, description of the
physics near the horizon? This statement looks like a mathematically precise notion
of “complementarity” for black holes [17]. We might even want to speculate further.
We have seemingly contradictory descriptions of black hole physics: one, given by
an observer at infinity, in which unitarity is made extremely hard to understand by
the Hawking evaporation process; and another, given by an observer crossing the
horizon. It is then tempting to ask the following question. Could it be that these
two drastically different physical picture are actually related by a transformation akin
to the transformation between a renormalizable gauge in gauge theory, in which the
UV behavior is very simple but unitarity deeply hidden by the propagation of ghosts,
and a non-renormalizable but unitary gauge, with no propagating ghosts, for which
unitarity is manifest? Clearly these are only hypothesis at the present stage, which
might be suggested by our approach, but which require much more study before they
can be established.
7.2 On the Abelian projection scenario
Let us now point out some very interesting similarities between our D-brane probe
approach and the ’t Hooft Abelian projection, which originated in [18] and has been
much studied since then, in particular in numerical lattice calculations; see e.g. [19]
for a review.
The Abelian projection is a reformulation of the pure Yang-Mills theory, or of
QCD, as an Abelian gauge theory, in which, hopefully, the low energy properties are
easier to understand than in the original, non-abelian formulation. It is equivalent to
a partial fixing of the gauge group from U(N) down to U(1)N (or from SU(N) down
to U(1)N−1; the global U(1) in U(N) decouples). ’t Hooft noticed that the gauge-
fixing conditions breaking U(N) down to U(1)N can have monopole-like singularities
along worldlines in spacetime, corresponding to the enhancement of the U(1)N gauge
symmetry to a non-abelian group. This suggests that a correct treatment of the
Abelian projected model should include these monopoles explicitly. The main interest
of this description is that all the ingredients for the dual superconductor picture
of confinement [34] are explicitly present. Confinement of electric charges would
automatically follow from the condensation of the monopoles, if it occurs.
In spite of the very nice physical picture it offers, there are several well-known
difficulties associated with the Abelian projection scenario. The Abelian reformula-
tion with monopoles is hard to derive rigorously from first principles and is a priori
strongly quantum mechanical. Using this formulation to get an analytic understand-
ing of the low energy physics, for example to prove monopole condensation, doesn’t
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seem very promising. An important ingredient allowing to simplify the picture is the
idea of Abelian dominance [35], which states that the non-abelian degrees of freedom
become massive and can thus, in some approximation, be discarded at low energy.
Unfortunately, proving Abelian dominance seems, at first sight, as difficult as proving
the mass gap property in Yang-Mills. For all these reasons, most of the work done in
the Abelian projection context has focused on numerical studies on the lattice (see,
however, [36] and references therein). Another seeming drawback of the approach,
which is often emphasized, is the strong gauge dependence of the whole construction,
including of the fundamental concept of monopole.
From the point of view of the present paper, it is clear that the Abelian projection
is equivalent to a picture where a stack of N branes classically sitting on top of each
other is treated as a collection of N individual branes, with gauge group U(1)N . In
particular, the correct partial gauge fixing method that one must use is the procedure
reviewed in Section 6.2. This brane interpretation of the Abelian projection allows
to make an analogy with our own construction. Of course, the D-brane probe story
has some major differences: the partial fixing U(N + K) → U(N) × U(K) → U(K)
is not quite the Abelian projection U(N)→ U(1)N ; more importantly, unlike for the
Abelian projection, the large N limit is very natural in our framework. However,
the analogy allows to infer some interesting and potentially fruitful and enlightening
relations between ideas, concepts and methods developed quite independently and
without obvious relations to each other.
For example, the gauge dependence of the Abelian projection constructions is
now seen as being strictly analogous to the gauge dependence of the notion of a local
holographic bulk spacetime. From this perspective, the gauge dependence is no longer
a flaw, but rather a necessary property of any consistent holographic framework useful
to deal with the strong coupling properties of a gauge theory. Of course, the on-shell
physics is gauge independent, but the simplest and most natural picture of the physics
is obtained in a gauge-dependent formulation.
Another drawback of the usual Abelian projection idea is also solved in our point
of view: the probe brane effective action is automatically classical at large N and thus
we no longer have to worry about possible strong quantum effects. This is a property
of the large N limit for a probe and is thus not seen in the usual U(1)N framework.
The idea of Abelian dominance also has a very simple holographic interpretation:
the emergent dimension(s) play(s) the roˆle of the scalar field(s) allowing the “Higgs-
ing” giving mass to the non-abelian, or off-diagonal, degrees of freedom. Actually, the
gluon and ghost condensates which are commonly used to study Abelian dominance
(see e.g. [15, 37] and references therein) are precise analogues of the bilinears (3.5)
associated with the holographic space! In the holographic description, the D-brane
probes will feel a potential in the bulk space and the non-zero values of these conden-
sates correspond to the equilibrium position φ ∼ Λ2 of the D-brane probes sitting at
the minimum of the potential.
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In conclusion, our D-brane picture sheds an interesting light on some aspects of
the Abelian projection philosophy. Conversely, we expect that ideas developed by
studying the Abelian projection scenario will be useful to work out the holographic
physics of D-brane probes in general contexts, like the pure Yang-Mills theory. In
particular, the numerical lattice techniques may be of great help.
8 Conclusions and outlook
Let us summarize our main results:
(i) We have proposed to extend the usual string-theoretic notion of D-branes to
any gauge theory, like the pure Yang-Mills theory. This allows to define from first
principles the notion of probe D-branes in the presence of background D-branes on
which the gauge theory lives in contexts much wider that those that are tradition-
ally considered in the literature, while keeping some crucial intuitions from D-brane
physics in string theory, in particular their use to understand holography. Moreover,
the probe D-brane action captures the full large N physics of the original theory and
thus provides a new formulation of the large N limit of gauge theories.
(ii) In the limit where the number of background branes is much larger than the
number of probe branes, we have shown how the mixed vector/matrix model structure
of the Feynman diagrams computing the D-brane probe action naturally lead to an
effective action describing the motion of the probes in an emerging holographic space-
time sourced by the background branes. More generally, we have shown how to define
the open string field theory, containing an infinite number of excited open string
states, living on the D-branes probing the holographic geometry.
(iii) We have described a non-perturbative approximation scheme, the “bare bub-
ble approximation,” which can be used in all models, even when there is no supersym-
metry. The leading order of this approximation already resums an infinite set of loop
diagrams, corresponding to worldsheets of all topologies. One can thus obtain ana-
lytical non-perturbative information about the theories. We have explained how this
approximation can be improved, in particular using numerical lattice calculations.
(iv) We have explained in details that the D-brane probe dynamics and in partic-
ular the local bulk physics seen by the probes depends on a choice of partial gauge-
fixing, which is a crucial piece in the definition of the D-brane probe action. This
gauge-fixing is governed by an equivariant version of the usual BRST cohomology and
parameterized by an equivariant gauge-fixing fermion ψ. The gauge-fixed Lagrangian
must contain quartic ghost terms at tree level. These terms can induce ghost con-
densation and the spontaneous breaking of the equivariant BRST symmetry. The
resulting on-shell physics, obtained by solving the classical equations of motion for
the D-brane probes, is always gauge-invariant.
(v) The notion of bulk locality becomes fuzzy deep in the bulk, in the same way as
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the low energy description of the physics by the standard model would become fuzzy
if the grand unification scale were lowered to the typical standard model energies;
local coordinates in the bulk are not physical because they are not diffeomorphism
invariant, whereas standard model observables are not physical because they are not
invariant under the grand unified gauge group. The D-brane actions, although they
may provide very different bulk spacetime pictures, are ensured to be strictly equiva-
lent on-shell. This mechanism might yield a precise mathematical implementation of
the idea of black hole complementarity.
(vi) We have emphasized the close relation between the D-brane probe picture and
some aspects of the Abelian projection scenario, yielding new points of view on the
problem of the gauge-dependence of this approach as well as on the notion of Abelian
dominance. In particular, analogues of the gluons and ghosts condensates that have
been heavily studied in this context correspond to the emerging holographic dimen-
sions in the D-brane probe picture. This opens the way to transpose the numerous
techniques, both analytic and numerical, that have been developed in the study of
the Abelian projection, to the context of holography in real-world theories like QCD.
Clearly, much remains to be done to fully comprehend the consequences of the
above constructions and claims. Let us briefly mention a few natural avenues of future
research.
First, it seems natural to study some very simple exactly solvable set-ups, on
which several aspects of our formalism, especially the validity of the bare bubble
approximation, can be explored and tested. The simplest non-trivial example is
the one matrix model [20] and there are several other cases that would be worth
studying, from the matrix quantum mechanics, which is related to two-dimensional
string theory, to the quantum mechanics of D0-branes and the associated black hole
at finite temperature.
On the front of exact analytic results in supersymmetric contexts, our micro-
scopic construction of D-brane probe actions provides in principle an arena where the
many powerful techniques developed over the last two decades (holomorphy, localiza-
tion, matrix model, etc., see e.g. [38] and references therein) could be applied. An
important first step in this direction is to develop a supersymmetric version of the
equivariant gauge-fixing procedure explained in [14].
Of course, the most exciting applications concern models for which a holographic
description has not already been found and studied using other methods. There are
interesting examples in the supersymmetric realm, as the famous N = 2, Nf = 2N
superconformal Yang-Mills theory [39], but of course the most salient cases are non-
supersymmetric models like the pure Yang-Mills theory. On the analytical side, it is
urgent to investigate the physics captured by the bare bubble approximation for such
models, whereas on the numerical side, lattice techniques seem promising, as we have
explained.
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Finally, let us note that the framework is not limited to ordinary gauge field
theories living on the branes. One may start with an open string field theory, for
example the open string field theory living on D3 branes in type IIB string theory, and
study the resulting probe brane action exactly as we have done before. In principle,
this can yield holographic spacetimes which can be asymptotically flat, since the
near-horizon or low energy limit is never used.
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